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THE HERITAGE 
OF THE 
COMMUN =? I S T  
P O L . C T I C A L  
ASSOCIATION 
By ROBERT MINOR 
NEW YORK 
WORKERS L I B R A R Y  P U B L I S H E R S  
This f;amphlet is based upon a report made by the author 
at h e  foundhg coavmtim of the Commdst Political 
Ammiation, May rc+q, 1~ at New Ymk The report was 
made on behalf of a C d t t k e  Eor the Twenty-Fifth And- 
w m r y  of the Communist Party, The C o m m d ~  Party had 
jmt been M v e d ,  making way for the founding of tbe new. 
nm-party, Communist Political kssociarion. 
R.M. 
New Yo& 
Auguut 15, 1~ 
Second Printing, Septemhr, lgqq 
Revised 
*b&hsd WY bc, P. 0, Box @, Sta. n. 
@p Broadyp~y), N m  York & N, Y. ~ M U U  
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I. SOURCES LN AMERICAN LIFE 
THE TOCSIN IS SOUNDED IN THE 1880'5 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY* founded in Chicago a quarm 
of a centurg ago, has honorably performed its duty Eo our 
nation and our labor movement. 
The forces that brought the Communist movement into ex- 
isrence are the deepest, the strongest, the most permanent 
forces in American history. This land of the most highly de- 
veloped a n d  system and correspdmgly the most pow- 
erful capitalist state-the lage t  and strongest mpitdism the 
world has ever known-has within it more compelling social 
causes for a Communist movement than m y  othex country. 
Our United States is not a baby among nations, not a weak- 
ling of history. The very fact that its huge capitalist develop 
+ rnent has achieved such stature and strength ia the guarantee 
that the United States would have a currespondingly -, 
powerful and highIy developed labor movement. That it 
would have trade unions in proportion to the magnitude and 
to the form of the most modera giant industries, and would 
develop a great mass poI i t id  movement of the workers, 
flowing with and shaping, by its size and character, the history 
of the nation itself. 
The founders of the m o d m  labor movement, back in its 
earliest days, held that "The first great step of importance 
for every country newly entering into the movement is always 
the organization of the workers as an independent politid 
party, no matter how, so long as it is a di$tina workers' 
party," 1 a Engels said in writing to Amerim. Such a work- 
ers' party did not come into existen=, however, and two gen- 
erations of philosophers and economists wrote on the qum 
tion: "Why is there no S o c b l h  in America?" 
1 En@, The Selected Corn- of Karl Marx and F d & k  
8,. W .  
8 
P e d k  features of our cowmy's life retarded the develop 
m a t  of such a la& movement. First of these retarding in- 
fluences was s l a y ,  which in out country persisted centuries 
after i t  had c e a d  to be a system of production in all other 
advanced countrim As Marx said, "every independent XIIOV6 
ment of the workers in the United States was paralyzed so 
Iong as slavery disligmd a part of the Rqublk" 9 But d e  
forces of the modern labpr movement were released by the 
abolition of shvery. "As in the 18th century, the American 
war of independence sounded the tocsin for the European 
middledam, ao ia the 19th century, the American civil war 
mnded it for the European w o r ~ ~ . "  8 Within the 
year after the s m n d a  of the armies of the slave power a 
general congress of hbor at Baltimore prodaimed the need 
to literate the labor of th is country from "capitalist sIaverg." 
The forms for such a political movement rise from the deep- 
est weUs of our nation's history. 
When Lincoln signed the Homerstead l a w  on May 20, 186~, 
and thrav open a mitoty the size of Etzrope, to be given 
away free as farms to every comer from any part of the world 
willing to take 160 ames-a thbg which muId happen only 
under the historid conditions then pecdiar to America- 
this b m e  one of the decisive hllu~ces from which the 
foundera of our movement traced m a q  of the pecuIiar fea- 
tures of our history. From such muses arose the W i t i d  
"Ammiaaa independence" of workers who could at any time 
refuse low wages and go west to be farmers, 
The United Stam thereby bemne the country of the high- 
at wage staadada in the warld, and from high wages came 
a development of Iabor+aving machinery that surpassed that 
of dl other countria. The attraction of higher wagcs and 
free land brought about the strange phenomenon which Manr 
-bed as the "export of men" from Europe. Many immi- 
grants hame farmer's on the free land, but more millions 
h a m e  the basic s u g m m  of wage workers in the great &mi- 
ean heavy industries, the giant f w  of the tools of c i v k -  
tion, with which our mmtry outdbtanced all others in the 
worId.4 
' All of the heavy Wusuies that are the foundation of AXE&- 
can industrial life were manned by foreign-born w o r b  
More than 60 per cent of the steel workers, for instan* were 
foreign-born in 1918, about half were non-citizens and a very 
large proportion were completely unable to spak E* 
Thk is not a "foreign" submnce in the body of America, but 
one of its organic parts--profoundly nemmq and distinctive 
of the nation. The fact that the labor force of all of heavy - 
industry, largely unskilled, was unda special hmdiaps 
against organization, gUCh as a Iack of the c04unon Ianguage, 
and was more easily deprived of political rightsI made for the 
separation of the higbly skiNed workers from the p t  mass 
in basic industries. The American industries had employers 
who knew "how to play off one nationality against the other? 
Chauvinism was more easily cultivated among native Ameri- 
can workers, and trade unionism more easily m w e d  down 
LO the skilled aa£a The independent working-class political 
movement, though more "natural" to this country than to 
any other, tended to become a monopoly of the foreign-born 
workers, and to be isolated and seaarian. The begimhga 
of a Socialist Party did not find raot among the native-born 
American workers, but among the hmipmts, and these 
brought with them mainly the k t r i n a  most Xamiliar to the 
workers of Germany at the time-the sectarian ' ' S o c k l i m n  
of Ferdinand LassalIe, quite distinct from the scientific d- 
h. of Marx and Engels. The membership of the Socialist 
Labor Party of the United States, founded in 1$4, was go per 
cent foreign-born, and its fmt program d e d  the sectarian 
slogans of the German immigrant followers of LaaoaIleP 1- 
4 "On the one hand, the m m u s  and ceaselcol raeam of mtn, y m  
after y t a ~  driven upon Amcrics, Lea- behiad a stationarg wdhmt In 
Ibe mt of the United Sum, rhe wave of hdgratbn from Europe 
thowiag mur on fhc l a b  market there mare rapidly than t h ~  wave 
of anigration wetwards can wash tbrm away:' Ibid., p. 8ql. 
SZngels, Tha Selected C o n u a $ o d e m  of Bar1 Mam and md&ck 
Engbh, p. m. . 
6 " F m  State; 'TuU Value of Work," "'&l~tion of Lam Quation," e k  
lated &om the trade union movement in fact, it made a "p 
Iitical prindvle" of this isolation. 
~ h e - ~ i v i l -  War had been fought under the Ieadership of I 
a b o ~ ~ ~ t i c s l l p a r t y o f p t d e ~ t i c m i l i t a n c p . 3 u t  ' 
this Republican Party, within ten years after the Civil War, 
ceased to lx a defender of democracy. Northern capitalists, 
dominant in the Republican Party, came to the view that 
the p i t i o n  d inferiority imposed upon the Negro by the 
Southern reaction after thi abolition of slavery tended to 
check any general rie in wages, and, th,g thought, con- 
tributed to industrial profits by holding down the living stand- 
ards d labor generally. Thb added to the influen- retard- 
ing the general social and cultural advance of the national 
life and tended to eradicate from the two great politid partiw 
their substantial di&ences.* 
THE TWO-PARTY WSTEM 
Many attempts at the formation of an independent general 
polit id movement of hbor failed and the United States 
settled down, as EngeIs said, to "providing the European world 
with the proof that a bourgeois republic is a republic of capi- 
taliit business men in which politics are only a business deal, 
like any other."? The "business of politics" took the form 
of the "two-party system," of which the dmic picture was 
given by EngeIs in 1891: 
"Nowhere do 'poIititiw' form a mom separate, powerfui section of 
the nation than in Morth America. There, cach of the two great parti= 
wbich alternately s u d  each other in power is its& in turn controlled 
bypaoplc who make a busineas of poltticr, who speculate on atata in the 
lcpslathc ~ b l i c s  of rhe Union an well aa of the stat=, or 
who make a living by cstrrying on agitation for th& party and on its 
dcmy are rewarded wIrh p i t iom It is well known that the Americana 
ham baen atrivtag for thirry yean to sbake off this yoke, which har be- 
~ o m c  intoirrabie, and that  in spire of all they a n  do thq eontinuc to 
dnk ever deeper in this swamp of a u r u p h ~  X t  t pmcWy @ . M c a  
that we aee best how there taka place M a  of thc state power 
'Booker T. Washiagton, the N c p  -tor, thir mod oE 
Amaim history "the VaIe of Teqn:' 
rEn@, The h11cted C m - b  sf Kwl M g x  and Fmdm'ck 
Ewk, P P. 
6 
* 
making i tntlf  independent in dat ion to d c k y ,  whae  mfft h u m  . 
it  was originaIly intended to be, Here there dsb no d p q ,  no mWlis ' 1' 
no standing army, beyond the few men k q h g  watcb on the hdhm, no 
bureauwq with permanent posh or the right C pmhm Aad nevew 
thciem we h d  hew two grmt prigs of poZtticaI apeahtom, w h o  
altemateIy take posmsion of the state power and exploit i t  by the 
most corrupt means and for the mwt corrupt en-d the nation iu 
powah against these two great arkla of politicians, who are men- 
sibly Its ~icrvants, but in reaUtp mp1oit rtnd plunder it." 8 
In i g i ~  Lenin added a brilliant anal*: 
"After the liberation of thc Negroes the dib?ncc bet- thc ooe and 
the olhm party became ever smaller. The struggle of these partin was 
conducted prtdominantly avu thE quation of higher or h e r  castom 
tarI5. Tbb rmggle had tw &wrs dgnifi~ptuc whatever Por the - 
oE the people. The pcoptc were deceived, d i d  from theh amtlal 
interests by means of affected and meaningless duds of the two bourgdr 
p"L'": 
" T h ~ s  so-called 'two-party aystem' reigdng in Amurlra and in Enghd 
WW one of the mast powerful meam d hindering the rise of an indepen- 
dent workers' party, that is, a red socialist party." 8 
FOUNDING OF THE SOCIALIST PAR'Z"YAgO1 
The Socialist Party was nevertheIess founded in 1901 under 
the pressure of the rise of the great monopolies and the policy 
of "expansion" that began with the Spanish-American War 
in 1898 and inaugurated for our wunq  the epoch of impe- 
rialism. Largely because of its abandoning many of the sec- 
tarian ideas of the SodaList Labor Party, and especially those 
in regard to trade unions, the Socialist Party was the durable 
beginning on which the real party of Manriam was to be 
founded. 
It was in the Sodalist Party that mat of the early leaders 
of the future Communist Party found their fifst politid eon- 
sciousnw, I believe the oldest of those was a certain home 
wife who in 1897 joined the "Social Democracy of Am- 
arganized by Eugene V. Debs and later merged in the Sodalist 
Party. That housewife who joined the Sochlkt Party nearly 
half a century ago under the magnetic puas ion  of Debs 
is sitting on this platfom today, one of the foremost of our 
sEogcIs, in MA, Selected Worh, Vol. 11, pp. a8-59. 
* Lenin, Collected Worh, R u W  edition, Val. XVI, p. I ~ D .  
-Ella R a e  Bloor. In 1901 a young c h d  worker, 
Witliam 2. Foam, joined-the Sociaht Par* Xn igo;r the 
great mass movement in defense of William D. Haywood, 
1Gada of the Western Federation of Miners, WILD waa framed 
up on a fatae murder charge in the trade union, struggles of 
the Wait brought many thousands of w o r k  into the S o d -  
ist Party. Among rhae r d t s  was a sixteen-year-old Kan- 
sas bog, Ear1 Browder. At just the mum time, in rgo?, and 
under the Mumce of the same mass stimulus of the Haywad 
case, at the age of PS I joined the Socialist Party. In 1909 
there appeared in the workers' politiml movement the man 
w h o w a a t o ~ t k f o ~ o f t h e C o m m u n i s t P a r r y , a  
wn of a Cleveland bphemm It was C. E. Ruthenberg. 
T h e  S o & h  Partp pew. In lglp the Appd so Reuson, 
b famous w a y  paptr.wE& wan the &st r e d m  of the 
dder generation of pmmtday Communiac-my teacher £ram 
the time I was t a  years of a&bd reahid a circulation of 
g85,000d Lain said mething about it that we ought to 
d when we ooqtsider the -11t great newspaper of our 
movement. Lenin said: 
"When in m y  the number d members of the Sdalist Parlp had 
tearbad wm, when in Amnica the weekly &cialist pper  caches 
* p m d r e n I a d o a , ~ w h o ~ ~ r o a c c m u 4 t ~ t h p t r h e  
p l c W h  aa aa indMdual i a  the pmlemdan milliom are 
dpotent." 10 
Those were times of great Btrife in Ameria, the dawn of 
the epoch, of i m p a i d h .  William J. Bryan d e d  for meas- 
urn to head off the devdopment of a great maas worked h 
cialist movement and 'decked that its growing iduence was 
duc ta the fact that the Demomatic Party had been "too mn- 
semarive.'' Woodrow W h  said *k are at the thre&old 
of revolution," and Thedore Ramwelt formed the Bull 
MUOM Party, appmprhtiqpzig LRnto, pointed OW--everything 
h e w d m ~ h m t h e ~ d o f t h e S o c i a l i s t P a q t b a t d i d  
not l i d y  dl for the abolitibn of capitalism, 
I t  appeared likely there wodd be both a break-up of the 
two-party system, which then had such a deadening idhence 
on American national life, and a beIated beghi@ of th-e in- 
dependent politid movement of labor. But the Sodalist 
Party did not beeome a mass party, and no geieraI Iabw 
party took permanent form. A partial reason for this is often 
found in the fact that the Left wing was drawn conatanfly into 
syndicalism. A magtti6cent struggle led by the Industrial 
Workers of the World made it the pioneer (within its time) 
in organizing industria1 unions in the mass-production fae 
tories and among agricultural workers. A handd byproduct 
was that syndicalism beame in the minds of most ad- 
vanced workers a symbol representing the revolutionary de- 
velopment in the labor qwement4a petty-bouqmis &i- 
c a l h  p d  for revolutionary theory. Foam who had b 
come one of the leaden of the I.W.W., founded a S y n d i d h t  
League, intended to comet some f e a w  of the I.W.W. pol- 
icy. Elizabeth Gurley Flynn beame a flaming leader of some 
of the most glorious b a t h  of the I.W.W. The momentary 
successes and inspiring heroism of the workers in that move 
ment d d  not overcome, but rather helped to obscure, the 
fatal lack of Mamist guidance of the workers' movement. 
Yet we cannot d i s h  the magnificent role of the I.W.W. arhd 
its best leaden on the mere ground that its theories did not 
meet the test of Marxist science aa made dearer to us in &om 
enlightened days. As Lenin himself pointed out: 
". . . Both anarchoayndicaliam and reformism-which seizc upon otls 
aspect of the labour movement, which devate onsaidednesa to a theory, 
and which declare su& tendendm ar Parum of this movement an 
comtitute a +fw peculiarity of a given petid, of given condition?- of 
working dam activity, to be mutually &mi-t be regarded 
an a direct product of thin bourgmia world conception arid its MU- 
mcc. But real IIfe,  real history, incl* h a e  di&rent tcndrnda, 
just as life and dmlopment in nature Indude both dow evolution and 
rapid leaps, breaks in wntfnuicy."ll 
We claim for our developed Marxist organization the best 
traditions of both of these movements of the workers. 
WORLD WAR1914-1918 
The World War of rg~q-1918-the reactionaty dwaaer of 
that war-found expression inwitably in ravage xeprisah 
11 h i n .  Selected Wwks, Vol. XI, p. 74 :  
9 
against the labor movement. 'Zabm support of the war" 
w a  the name of a grim trapdy in which trade union leaders 
and a d fringe of highly skillad crafts participated with 
some narrow advantage, whik all &om at organhation of the 
masts of labor were me$ with Mood and h n  at the hands 
of state and federal governments. Behind the scenes the 
struggles of la& and mpital were raging. The momentous 
frame-up d the A. F. of L. trade union organizer Tom 
Mowey, in Sau Francisco, who was sentenad to death on the 
gallm, ostensibly for murder but really for an attempt to 
organize among the maas of unskilIed workers, resulted in the 
greatest defense movement that ever swept the Am- Fed- 
eration of ]Labor--a portent of the future. It became one af 
the stimuli not only for a movement for rejuvenating the trade 
unions, but also for the formation of a Left wing of the Sa- 
cialist movement. (It is characteristic that mmy of the out- 
standing supporters gf the defense of Mooney later became 
leaden, of the Communist Party.) Wholesale prosecutions and 
i n d b I y  savage senten- inunwed practidy the whole 
leadership of the I.W.W. Thus the most extreme of the acts 
of repression were directed toward preventing the spread of 
trade union organization beyond the narrow confines of the 
skilled crafts. But even the craft unions were savagely at- 
tacked by the "open shop" movement. 
The Sodalist Party became a seething mass of protest 
against the war despite e t s  of most of its leaders to prevent 
it. When the United States became a belligerent in 1917 an 
emergency conference at St. Louis adopted a resolution con- 
demning the war as imperialist. N&y all of the consistent 
supporters of this resolution were later to be founders of the 
Communist Party. The majority of the Socialist Party mem- 
bership had rapidly developed a more revolutionary outlook, 
while the l e a d d p  became, in the main, more opportunistic, 
chauvinistic 
The biggest event of cknturies wa the Russian Revolution. 
All organizations of the world claiming the character of work- 
ers' institutions were faced with the necessity of meeting the 
10 
question-for or against the international solidarity in sup 
port of that revolution. The Socialist Party had to p 
through the great politid "clearing house." 
In the days long ago when we oidtimers first joined tbe & 
cialist movement, we used to take it  for granted that whenever 
SociaIism mme into existence or when any heroic ateempt'to 
bring it about occurred anywhere h the k 1 d ,  dl of us 
would support it with heart and soul-all of the labor mwe- 
ment wouId k for it surely. But of cwrse we were mistaken 
in this. Fox in the Socialist movement throughout the world 
a powerful current of opportunism had grown up repment- 
ing the influence of capitalist imperialism upon the working 
class. It dxew its strength from the fact that superficially it 
served the narrowest immediate interests of the "arismmacy" 
of labor, the highly U e d ,  and above all tbe shortsighted 
interests of a g e n e d  y narrow-minded bureaumaq. The Seo 
ond International, thoroughly rotten with the worIdwide 
opportunist camption that had developed, oohpsed when its 
leaders openly passed over to imperialism in 19x4. 
The 1917 RevoZution in R d a  acted as a great catalyst, 
The inevitable dl for the establishment of a Third Xnterna- 
tional aystallized the issue: for or against the new Interna- 
tional. 
11. FOUNDING OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, 
1919 
TfB MAJORITY OF AMERICAN SOCIALISTS FOUNDED IT 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY was founded in September, 
1919, by the majority of the members of the Socialist Party. 
The Socialist Party showed itself overwhelmingly in faw 
of joining the Communist International. Eugene V. Deb, 
its foremast popular leader, pronounced himself '%om the 
crown of my head to the soIes of my feet a Bolshwik'l-md 
Debs was quickly sent to prison for having opposed the war, 
as were many o&er Socialist leaders. Morris Hillquit and 
11 
hh graup in wntrol of the SodaIist Party were coldly opposed 
to the m m  desire, but sought to retain control of the organi- 
zatioe They dedared themselves in favor d joining the Com- 
munist International, but with a few "reservations" which they 
aid codd be "'easily ixpided" if only the tomrades abroad 
would hoId in qbeyance the question of support of the rem 
lutiun until peace came. The majority of the Saeialiat Pay 
-the L& wing-was led by the young Ohio leader Ruthen- 
berg. Many who s h a d  the leakship with Rutheoberg arc 
here why-Earl Browder, who was a very ywng man then, 
EIfa Reeve Bloor, A I h d  Wapkneche and Israel Amter. 
AU of rbe younger m& of our movement should k. 
reminded that in lglg the Sudist Party, by a great majority, 
voted to join the Communist  in^^ But the Na- 
t i 0 4  Executive Committee under Hillquit sat eontiauously 
during the referendum, and as fast as news of the vate m e ,  
the party orgauktions that voted in favor of the parry's 
joining the Communist Intemationd werc expelled from the 
party, Their vom were not counted. On the day the voting 
began the Socialist Party had ~oam membm. While the 
votes were being counted, 7 8 , ~  of these were expelled, d 
at the end of the vote the &&list Party had ~6~000 mem- 
b m  left. The Communist Party was founded by the majority 
of the members of the Socialist Party expelled for voting 'yes" 
in the referendum on whether the heidis? Party should jdn 
the Communist Xnterna tional. 
Earl Browdet was in prison at the time of the convention 
that founded the Communist Party, but sent ward that he 
would adhere to the Communist Party. Deb did not 
STRUC4GIES OF AMERICAN W O W =  A T  THE ROOT OF fT 
It would be a false picture, belying the nature of guch p 
licical events, if we were to desaibe the formation of the Corn- 
mu& Party simply as something that happened within the 
walls of a convention hall. Mass remtment of the imp+ 
rialisc character of the war of rgq-lgr8 and of the d o u s  " 
plundering of the workers during the war, together with dis- 
illwionment in the dmracter of the -ties in which its re- 
sults were recorded, W e  manifest in a w&ldwide ferment 
IS 
of labor, from which the United States was not immune. 
During the very days when the party was b&g formed, the 
great industries were being shaken by convulsions of pt-war 
discontent. 
The mass of workers in the steeI, coal, railroad and other 
basic industries raised their voices. For the fmt time in many 
years the steel workers, of whom 367,000 were organied by 
a committee of the A. F. of L. whase secretary-treasurer and 
leader was William 2. Foster, caxried on a heroic swggle. 
which lasted three and a quarter months. The terrorism of 
the coal and iron police was used to break the movement. 
It was a defeated strike, but it was one of that kind of de- 
feats in which the battle had to be fought-defeat or no de- 
feat-and the valiant conduct of the fight would guarantee 
at least a future victory. 
The Iessons of the steel strike and of railroad, coal and 
other portentous struggles at the time were broqht home 
with a clear theoreticd and practical explanation through 
the Trade Union Educational League headed by Fmtw and 
Browder. Tens of thousands in the steel towns and the coal 
fields, on the railroads and on the ships at sea, became con- ' 
vinced that the battle for organization would be fought again 
in a better way, in the light of the lesgons of modern trade 
unionism, of the necessity of the industrial £am of organiza- 
tion in such fields, and that then the battle wwfd be won. 
All of the predictions have come true. When we look over 
America's scene of industry today and see the poweddy ef- 
fictive unions, we r e d 1  those early days. 
F~ter ' s  revolutionary steadfastness, his intelligence, his loy- 
alrg to his people, led him inevitably to the Communist 
Party. With him mme a number of the fmmmst ywng 
leiders of the trade unions of the time. 1 dwap felt that 
these facts were a sort of a pledgc of history that our Marxist 
politid movement would wentually, without the diihtwt 
doubt, achieve poIitid inflrrena among those great m-. 
A word about Foster. Many people like to speak of him 
as a paragon of "pure practice," separate and apart from 
theorg. But that is not and could not be true. Fomtr bas 
fulfilled great practical tasks, it is true, but the real qmIiry 
'3 
of leadership that he brought to our party was precisely the 
combination of p n d d  knowledge with the most advanced 
generalhations of the experience of the . l a b  movement 
over the whole world, e s p e w y  as h generalizations are 
made by Lenin. This wil l  be completely understood if we 
see, as knin pinted out, that the industrial form of unions 
is an abwluteIy inevitable product of modern giant industry, 
and not a matter of someone's happy "invention" or personal 
taste. Foster &owed that the solution of the problem of 
trade unionism in America, and particularly in the masa pro- 
duction industries, m to be found, not in the invention 
of a "Father Hagmy's wheel of fortune," as he used to say 
-not by scrapping the existing unions in favor of schematic 
diagrams of what ideal unions ought to be-but by participa- 
tion in the work and of the existing unions, clari- 
£ying through day-to-day practice, as well as by teaching 
theoretically, the scientific principles which are far removed 
horn r y n d i d h n .  
LEADERSHIP: RUTHENBERG TO BROWDER, 
lnwitably the weahesw of the past in the labor movement 
and in the old SociaList Party mme forth to plague the new 
Communist Party with sectariaism and hctionalism. Fac- 
tionalism of m unprincipled c h a c m ,  arising from such 
sources, interfed with al I  our relationships within the party 
and between the party and the trade unions. Ruthenberg, 
with his great politid capacity and hia prestige as the found- 
er of the party, was the partfa leader beyond question. But 
, 
atl the strength of his great prwnality was required to hold 
tagether the warring factions into which the party remained-. 
divided up to and after his death, It is to me quite significant 
chat Earl Brow&, then stiU in his twenties, played the role 
of a connecting link, a m  the factional gap between the party 
headquartem in New York, headed by Ruthenberg, and the 
Chiago oflice where Foster was at the head of the trade union 
work. In the factiondplit convention of the Communist 
Party in 1gao I made a motion, supported by Ruthenberg, 
that the hm, fadona ~hould agree to elect Foster unanimously 
to the National Committee More taking the vote on the fac- 
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tion slates; and later, in the Politid Committee, 1 made thc 
other motion by which Br0wde.r was assignad to cover the 
breach between the two. 
Many difficulties-such as the arrest of practidly the entire 
leadership of the Communist Party in iges and its prosenr- 
tion as an "illegal" organhtion-were overcome at the veq 
moment when we were taking our first steps in a great am- 
paign for the formation of a labor party based on the trade 
unions. Already the party's prestige and its appeal, to the in- 
stinct of solidarity of the workers were su0icient to overcome 
the legal attack, The very prmecutions themselves were con- 
verted into the occasion for the establishment of the party 
a the fully legal 'Workers (Corrmtunist) Party," In rga4 
the enormous advance step was made, bf the founding of the 
Daily Worker. This done was a chapter-mark in the history 
of the American p e e .  The Duily Worker is in this perspec- 
tive the most important newspaper in t h ~  western world But 
the party grew very slowIy. 
Xn the later igzo's the worldwide movements of the corrupt 
elements known as Trotskyites and the Bukharinites, sup 
porting conspiracies within the Soviet Union, and c o n n e d  
with its foreign enemies, aiming at the werthmw of the So- 
cialist State, began u, show a virulent activity in our own 
country. In those yeam of Coolidge and Ditwers and Hoover 
there was a certain recowry in capitalist countries from the 
economic devastation of the World War, and, as W n e  
said, it seemed as though the power of apitd was omnip  
tent, that any hope of succes oPddiam and the labor move- 
ment was an illusion: it waa a time when *'all the world 
bowed low More the dollar," and faith in anything e k  wm 
put to the severest test. In 1928 Trotsky's adhcrenw in 
America were exposed in a conspiracy against the Communist 
Party and were expelled; and the development of the group 
of "Right" opportunist$ headed bp loves tone-not essentially 
dzerent from the Trotskyites, but more immediately dated 
to the opportunist trend of Bukharin-beeame evident shortIy 
afterward. 
The death of Ruthenberg in March, r 927, was the heaviest 
bIow to the party. Ruthenberg had been the very symbol 
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d the life and unity and ideals of the party. His death left us 
in the worst possible situation, due to the Iong*~a~~ding fac- 
tional division. This ~ o n a ] .  division made it impossible 
to prevent the rise of tbe adventurer Lovestone to virtual 
mntro1 of the party for a period of many months which 
end& as all such struggles invariably end, with the expul- 
sion of this second group of opportunist adventurers in lgng. 
THE LEADERSHIP OF EARL BROWDER 
The history of- our movement shows that mery &sis in 
the national situation, every turn in history resulted for us 
in a mt and strengthening of leadership. Ruthenberg stood 
the test as the founder of our Cwlmunist Party. Two and a 
half years 'after his d&th we came to the great turn, the em- 
nomic crisis of 39~9. A tternendous reorientation had to & 
made, new leademhip brought forward, maw 8-les led. 
A "tribune d the people" had to be found. Hc was found, 
and haa measured up to the highest test. Hia name is Brow- 
der. 
Lain mid: Wot  a single dam in history baa achieved power 
without producing its politid leaders, its political repre- 
satativa able to q a u k  a movement and lead i ~ "  Such a 
man I Earl M e r .  If you ask me to deb@ in a couple 
of words the main dmac&stic of M e r ,  I would say it is 
politid q. Thh explains the great statare of Brow- 
der and b hepasable from hia peat Wty of mind in 
theory and practice. Political marage includes but in swne 
thing more and bigger thaamjwc the c o w  of an isolated 
individual. It is a kind of tautage chat aeelts out and &I& 
a similar courage in the people" mere ate lots of leadm 
who have pemnalooumge sanding as MSdu& above the 
maws. T h e  p c d h i t y  about the old Jambins of the French 
Revolution waa that they not only had persomI couragc 
but also Iulew how an equal courage could he found deep 
down among the people. T h e  Commwnis~ are the m d e m  
Jambins. Their courage prom in the end to be thE COUF 
age of the people, horprated in su& a man ao B m n k .  
With the coming of the Ie-p of Browder and the seri- 
ow aqpgement in mass aauggles the Communist Party 
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r!ichieved real unity for &c first timt It was d y  -ugh 
dimding the rotting sectarian elements, the pan- 
adventurers, and bringing forward of s m n ~  Marxist leadm 
ship and the obmponding sound policy, that the party was 
able to perform its duty in the great struggles of 1949 and the 
'30's for social insurance, for o m t i o n  and support of 
many mmendomly d k t i v e  demommtbm of the unr?m- ' 
ployed movement, for the vetemu' bonus march, etc A 
milepost marking a new priM of national policy was w d  
when the first unemployment dief measures were adopted 
as a result of che people's struggIa 
111. COMMUNIST POlWCY IN THIRTY YEARS 
OF WAR 
PERSPHCrXVE OF WOICW) WAR: "DBVMTATIONt D E M O U I W -  
TION, GENERAL BANKRUPTW' 
THE CHIEF PREOCCUPATION of mmkind for thirty 
years has been that sharpest form of political suuggle-wm. 
The Communist Party m n e  into d s t m c e  ia struggle 
against the war d 1914-1 8 and for didarity of the American 
labor movement with the workers of other mtl~ltries+spe 
dally with those brother workers who, in op@g the impe- 
riafist war, had founded tbe 6rst Socialist State. That is why 
this party emerged dean of the chauvinism that had poisoned 
the old Socialist Parties and dear in certain basic prindpIes 
essential to the role of the M d t  party of the Ammi- 
workers. For the very reason that we have not had any con- 
nection with the Communist International for several years, 
it is doubly important to emphasize that the American Com- 
munist Party found a priceless and indispensable source of 
strength, clarity of principle-and the murage and assurance 
that a n  some only from international outlook and swd- 
n a  of theory-in its contact with its brother b m m d t  Par- 
tie of d countries &rough the Commtanist Internatid, 
Such a broadening and d e e p h g  iafiuence d m  not, as ~ l m e  
people W, weaken one's understanding of and loyalty to 
't 
one's own country; on the contrary, this waa our soundest 
, 
m e t  in becoming the true party of the native Amerian work- 
era, rooted in Amerimt life 
Our Communist Party conducted well its r w l e  a p b t  
war and against the imperialist form of our own country. 
There is h d y  one of the older veterans of our movement but 
bears the wua of prison in this struggle, and more than a 
thousand of our younger ccnurades in the prime of youth died 
in the struggle against the Hitla war of conquest in its first 
episode-in Spain 
Judge our party by its struggle against war and our honor d 
is - e e .  
a 1 a 
Not only Communists, but also all other sensible people 
know that-in the world an it has been up to the ge 
eration war is a 4'n~rmd,'' that is, an-inevitable "for& of 
human intermme,'' as Clausewitz exp- it. War is in- 
witable under capitdim. The distinction of the Communist 
movement is not in having discovered the inevitability of war, 
but in having &covered the scientific law of motion of society 
which make war inevitable, and in having shown that these 
laws rdo n ~ f  aP@ly to all of history-that they can end will be 
outmoded, rendered obs~tete, and how. .I 1 
What then was our perspective, in the formative days d the I 
m a t  worldwide labor movement, as to what kind of a war it 
would be that we knew was inevitable, and what its mdts 
would be? The dassic answer Was given by Engels in 1887 1 8 
and quoted by Lenin again and again during the World War 
of 1914-18 as a "prophay of geniua." Engeb said: . - I 
"Aad h 1 1 y  w war is any laager e l c  for P n d a 4 c m a q  arcept 
a warid war, and a -Id war Mcd of an n W m  and v i o l m a  hi&- 
erM undreamt of. Eight to ten dlliom of soldiers wlfl mutualv ma& & 
a m c  one aaotbtr and h doing SD devour the whoIe d Eluopc untn . I 
thop have stripped it barer than any swarm of l o ~ ~ l t l  has m u  dwe. . . . 
Dsvantadm . . , m, pertfietlee, -1 -tioP both of the 
aFmierandof themasofthepaopkproduesdbyacutcdir~;hopd~~ 
~ o f o t r r ~ c i a l m u c h h q i n t r a d e , i n d u s t r p m a d u a d l t , e n d i n g  
in p m a l  bankruptcy: collapse of the old stam and their mdtiwnl 
atate widom ta such an extent hat QDWW wil l  roll by on b e  , 
pwmmt and there will k DO- w pi& &em up: ' a ~ u t ~  bps.
1 
hbility of foreseeing how it will all md and who MU come out of t b C  
struggle as victor: only and tesult ablutely mrpin: geued c%buation 
and the eptablisbment d the crmditwns for the &hare of 
working ckm."la 
"At the end of the tragedy," Engels concluded, the '9lords, 
princes and statesmenr' would be ruined and "victmy d the 
working class" would "either be already achieved or at any 
I rate inevitable." 
# 
' That was the view of' the advanced labor movement, and 
knin called it a "scientific prophecy" of p h i o n  and ac 
curacy. But Lenin added that "Some of E-b' predictions 
turned out Wfently: and no wonder-the world and =pi- 
tali= could not but change in the thhy  years of impetuous 
imperialist development" u 
And we-in ~gqq? W e  are compelled to make a further 
I addition, to say that "the world and capitalism muld not but &angem still more in the twenty& years since Lenin 
spoke. Lenin repeated in 1918 that there would be ' ' s t a d  
I tion, epidemics, general lapse into savagery of both the troop 
and the maws of the people in comequence of the extreme 
want" as a resdt of that war, 
Can that be said of the present war of r g , g ?  
For instance, will the outcome of the viw of the Auis 
in this war be a wt-war period of '*htation, famine, pek 
tilenoe, general demoralization b t h  of the armies and of the 
masEes of the peopleF Na 
1s there any "impibirity of foreseekg . . . who wilI 
come out of the struggle as victur?" No. The United Na- 
tions will  be the vietor. 
Will there be "general bankmptcy'' m "bopelm confusion 
of our mtZcial machinery in mdc, industry and d t " ?  
No. Themntraryismadetruebytheextensioflofthe&- 
ance d the United States, Russia and Great Brimin into the 
past-war period for the mainmume of peace and for -Id- 
widc economic ampemtion. Instead of bankruptcy and hape. 
lem confusion there will  be stabilkition of &t and mI- 
vency in worldwide trade to a degree surpassing any that 
baa ever been possible b d m ,  and an expanding world eon- 
m y .  There is no Ionger aa *'impibiIity to f o m . "  A 
pear and profound change in "the world and apital5am" has 
made it  p i b i e  to forepx and to write the mast f a n d q  
treaty of ail time, signed by Roam&, Staiin and ChwcEU 
at Teheran. 
The dntific prophecy of E-, precise and ammate as 
it was, and validated both in the shrewd judgment of XRnin 
and in the events of history after the first World War, does not. 
term a picture of the outcome of the p ~ m t  war. There a- 
not be the slightest doubt that b t b  Engels d Win ak 
sumed that with "the oolIap of rht old states," a general 
condition of civil war would q in Europe and that there 
wodd be no way of meeting the situation of "general ex- 
baustionP of "denstation, famine, pxiIence," and " g e n d  
demoralization b& of the and of the mass of the 
peop1ea*+xcept one: the s u d  prasecution af the civil 
war and the setting up of Socialist stam of most of the pee 
ples of Europe. 
That this is not a true p h n e  of the aft- of the pres- 
ent war, that hiatmy will an entirely Merent cotme, 
is made certain by a, vast di&mmce in the character of this 
war, in the dationsbip of forces, the magnitude of the as- 
sured victory of the demomatic f-md by the exteasion 
of the alliance of the United Stat-, Russia and Great Britain 
into the period of pace by the Teheran treaty. 
WHY NO "DEVASTATION. DEMOWZATION, GENHRAL 
B ~ ~ I C U F T C Y ~  
Compare the Europe and Asia of thirty years ago with Eu- 
rope and Asia as they w i l l  be at the end ofmthe p m a t  
wat-and the d a t i e i p  of the United States to those con- 
tinents-and you will e the profouud change in "the world 
and =pitalk*' that has made the difEerenoe. 
At an ear9 stage of this war, in we said that its most 
decisive cbnm&cic would prove in the a d  to be that the 
cunflict began at a time when the most powerful s,mte in Eu- 
rope and in Asia was not a =pikalist state, but a mcblht state. 
a0 
We are witnessing now the vast comquen- of. that fact 
-first in the colossal military victoria that haw d e  -in 
the early triumph of the axms of the Unitc3d Nations, and m- 
ondly in the political and economic stability &a€ the &t 
state is able to impart to the general situation in the two con- 
tinents that M u d e  the old cultural centers and the main mum 
of the population of the world. 
It was never thought--for instance in En@ time-tbt 
there wodd be a world like this, a cstpitalist world, but one 
in which a single v q  great and invincibfy powerful s o d a l a  
ist state wodd rise, surrounded by capitalat and -pi- 
talist muatries. I t  could not, therefme, haw been foreseen 
a half century ago that the greatest war of all time would 
occur under conditions that would mahe it possible for the v i e  
tory to be won and the peace and the post-war eccraomy to be 
organized by the combined strength of such a socialist state 
and the two most advanad capitalist cwntries. Nor do 1 
mean anything so simple as that the controlled economy of 
socialist Russia is alone decisive. On the contrary, the United 
States and Great Britain are mpable of "miracles" of economic 
organimtion on a capitalist basis under an exttemely high 
degree of control and on a vast scale. That in the world mar- 
ket there will be no "general demoralization. . . hopeless oon- 
fusion of our artificial machinery in wade, industry. and d i t ,  
ending in general bankruprey" is due neither to the socialist 
state alone nor to the cslpitdht states alone, but to the modw 
vivendi of the two, e d  making a peculiar and powerful con- 
tribution that mdd not be made by the other, 
Yet it is necessary to impress your mind with the £act that 
the change of Russia into a socialist state and its success m 
building a huge sodakt  economy are indispensable to the new ' 
situation, making p i b l e  the vast smpe of economic m1- 
laboration, the unprecedented long-time perspective and- 
abwe ail-making these mmgemmts m b l e  on a h i a  of 
ex$andink world economy. 
if yau-doubt this, pi&e to yourself the simatian that 
would exist if the United Stam and Great Britain were at 
the end of this war ping to face, in addition to each other's 
grave commercial rivalry, a third rivaI, a cupitulisc state of 
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the she and strength of Swkt Russia, possessing the greatest 
economic resources and the strongest m y  on earth, stretched 
aaoss Europe and Asia in. the heart of the l , p o  millions of 
people who are threefourths of the world market. It h dear 
that if Russia were a capitalist state the prospect would not be 
one of "peace for niany generations," but one of preparation 
for still greater smrggle for wen a foothold in a world market 
that could accommodate but one of thee great capitalist ri- 
vals. So the most decisive &&tic of the present century 
of world history is that a socialist state is the most powerful 
in E m p e  and A& and that it has k c m e  possible for the 
most modern oE capitalist states to find a means of long-time 
cooperation with it 
SOCIALISM IN ONE COtlMTRY 
Most fundamental for our untkrstanding is the fact that 
socialism becamd estabmed in a single county while the rest 
o£ the advanced mun& remained capitalist. This come 
of history was not and mdd not have been foreseen during 
the lives of Marx and Engela, when histor id  evidence on 
this subject did not exist. The obvious and growing interde- 
pendence. of the modem world led to the general view that a, 
socialist revolution would come in all or most of the ad- 
vanced cotsntries-sinoultaneowIy. All of our socialist litera- 
ture so assumed, and this is what we dl thought. That is the 
way Deb  understood the books he read in prison in 1895. 
It was what Pat Cu& read in the A w o l  to Reuson during 
the night shift in the steel mills forty years ago. It is what 
Browder thought at the age of 16 in Topeka, Unm, and 
what X thought at the arune time, and it is what I heard a 
beautiful 21-year-old hiah girl say on a soapb6x on a street 
corner in Mew York in 1912-Ehbeth Gurley Flynn. 
But with the dawn of the imperialist epoch of capitalism 
at the beginning of this century, it began to be possible to see 
that capitaliPm does not develop evenly, but very uncuenlg, 
and that the m~uences of thh law of motion of society 
d e c t  very profoundly many a p e d  of our theory of socialism. 
The scientific o m a t i o n  and sfrill of Leuin enabled the 
ss 
Marxist movement to advance to a more complete ebboration 
of its views on this subject, with enormow consequen~. 
"In studying imperidhm, q c d d I y  in the pdod of the war [rgi4-i8jI 
k i n  a r r i d  at the law of the unevenness, of the W c  cbaractu 
of the aconomlc and political hvtlopmwt of the ~apitdht 
Acmdng to this law, Ibe dmlopment of moerprkI husm, braachcr d 
industry and of separate #run& procced~, not &y, not' accmling to 
aa mtablished order of succession, not in such a way h a t  one mt, 
branch of industry or one country tilntinually prooxd8 in admet  d the 
others; while other uusa or wuntrla lag behiad onc another, but spas- 
modicaJiy* with intmptiom in the development of some muntries and 
leap ahead In the dwclopmcnr of othua." 14 
THE ''LAW OF U N E W  DEVELOP MY-THR UNITED STATES 
ANI) RU- 
Lenin dhvered and worked out s c i c n & d ~ p e d a l l p  
in his famous book Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Ca+ 
talism-&is now th~roughty proven law of motion of present- 
day society which he called the law of uneven &vch$ment of 
cagitulh.  On the basis of this law he showed that "** 
ci.alism a m a t  be victorious simultaneously in all countries. 
It will be victorious first in one, or several countries, while the 
others will for some time remain bourgeois w pe-bourgc- 
oG." 15 (My emphasis-R M.) . He formulated it in the 
WOTdS: 
"Unepual wwnomic and politid development k an Indk-ble law 
of capitalism. It follows that rhe victory of W I s m  is, at the begImbg, 
~ i b 1 e  in a few capitalist muntriw, evea In one, taken aeparatIy."le 
Leain's understanding of this law of uneven development 
of capitaha-together with his further e l a h t i o n  of Marx'g 
theory of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the light, e s p  
JaUy, of thb law-formed the theoretical p m d w o r k  of tht 
policy by which the revoIution was led and the swialht state 
founded in October, dgrcf. 
". . . Lmh, on the b a l  of the law of the u m n  development of 
the impmirtlint stam, o p p d  to the oppmtunista I& own &may of tbt 
proletarian revolution, of the victory of wdalian in a dngIe muntry. 
14 S t a b ,  Lsninism, VoL I, p. 1 ig .  
lalimin, Collected Works, Vol. XIX, p. 4Bq. 
l a  Ibid., VoI. XWU, p. s7a. 
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mil if that country has bden I- dcvalopl in the capiitalIst scme 
' I t  b wtll known rbat the October Revolution fully rn- the 
oomctness of tenin's thwq of the proletarian revolution." 17 
Though formulatd as a law of uneven development "af 
calpitdh" this law applied with full fete as a law of uneven 
development aEectiq the who& wurld and to the relation- 
ship of forces a m q  all states after the founding of the Se 
cialist I-. Both XRnin and Stdin, on the wt of the 0c- 
tab, 1917 revolution and dter, @owed that history had 
placed before R d a  the djlemm: "either perish or overtake 
and a- the most advanced a n t c i a  a h  &df'- 
after having swpassed them politically. Undex conditions of 
hm& encirclement this * * d b 8 '  became the problem of 
sutVivai of the e t  state. Stalin, in Novemkr, 1928, 
speaking of the Fiveyear Plan, said 
'We must do wqthing in ow powa to overtake and surpass k 
tdmic8l dmebpment of chc more d o a n d  ~api tdht  dountrk , . . We 
haveptrad0Ihat.orbewipsdour. i l n d t h n t p ~ p u ~ r r o t ~ t a h  
b u W ~  up of miaIhm; it appiiea also to the m a t i o n  of & hide- 
pcndenct of our country, surrounded = it tr by a capimt enrim- 
ment.'. 18 
Let no one imagine that this has nothing to do with the 
United States. It profoundly aEects everything in Amerhn 
life, and the policies of may Ameria political party, For 
the fact that Russia was able to overtake and surpass in war 
capacity-which incIudca economic development-ad to de- 
feat the most colossal war machine the world ever h e w  is 
by far the mast decisive event of pment world hiatory. That 
Russia had become a swialiat mutry is mmt decisive. There 
was no possibility for Rwia to exaed the strengtB, of Ger- 
many while m d n h g  undet. a apimlist economy. As Stalin 
ed: 'The agelong backwardma of o w  cumtry can be over- -. 
c o m e o n l y b y t h e a ~ f u l d w e l . o p m e n t d ~ " ~ A n d  
for R&s god he then, in 1928, bed "the German Ievel."W 
Germany built up such military I- that she, with Ja- 
pan, became able to destroy all other -pitaliat states in the 
old world. AU of the rotting remnanu of the feudal society 
of medieval Europe were restored to leadimhip of the politid 
life of Germany to aid in conqmt OF the world Imperialist 
war, which in this period g e d y  had for its "normal" put- 
pose the redivision of the colonial m ~ a ,  was transformed 
into war for the redivision of the very heart of Europe, for the 
conquest of the metropolis of dl of the old-worId civilization 
and its reduction to "coloniaf" status under German nr2e. 
But it wadi impossfile for such a war not to be extended into 
an attempt at mnquat a h  of the great Western centern of 
civilization in the Ameria. 
This was the character of the coming war as we, the Com- 
munists, saw it shaping up during the 'go's after the rise of 
Hitler. But this character of the nascent war was ohmred 
behind the older pattern of the 1920's and '30's b m  Harding 
to Haover when such 'ttatesmen" dept out their lives dream- 
ing that the cure for the world's ills was a general support 
by a11 capitalist states of a German-Japanese attempt at mili- 
tary extenhation of the sdalist state. Hitler erected the 
sham "Anti-Cornintern" axis to sweeten t h e  dumbem 
But the pattern of a successful ww to exterminate the no- 
cialist state was being made unred by the growth of the e w  
nomic and military strength of Russia Iw technique the w 
cialist country overtook and surpassed Franc and Great 
Britain, and approached the "German level"; while in the 
moral qualities she stood, as dmp, above her actual and 
potential enemies. After the datruction of the Trotsky-Bulr- 
harin sabtage groups in the German government's 
within Russia, the old pattern of military conquest of Russia 
lost its last shred of reality. The &easing relative weaknea 
of the West European powers be.came decisive, and deter- 
mined the fact that Htler would strike in Western Europe 
first. He had but to isolate F m m  and England from Russia 
in order to Iay Western Europe open to easy conquest. 
Hider's sueass in th is -Id be achieved only by defeating 
in the United States the "qwrmtine the aggmmm*' policy 
of President Roosevelt. Hi admirers in M c a  attended to 
this. 
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BROWDER'S LEADERSHIP TN FOREIGN POLICY 
The change in the world situation imperatively demanded 
a radical transformation of the foreign policy of al l  nations 
-especially of the United States bemuse .of its xeIative strength 
and influence The Italian invasion of Etbiopia at the end of 
lgjq set off the warning signal of the coming second world 
war-and dearly foreshadowed the alignment of opposing 
forces in that war. Our demand was for military sanctions 
against ItaIy and for a malition of nations desiring peace, 
to be headed by the United States, Russia, Great Britain 
and France, in order, by superiority b arms, to impose a 
peacefuI course upon the German-Italian-Japanese Axis or to 
defeat those powers in war. 
To EarI Browder we m e  a ledemhip in this poIicy which 
is one of the hest  pages in the history of our country. 
Browder's bald poIitica3 initiative, guided and given sureness 
of aim by the knowledge that we an never offer the nation a 
foreign policy that is not fully in accord with the national 
interest, made his many important public pronouncements on 
foreign policy a pare of the nation's political life that could 
not ignored. 
The Nazi-Fascist Axis prodaimed through its agents in 
every capital that the line of divi$ion upon which the coming 
war would be fought would be the line of division between 
clwes within eaeh country and between the capitalist states 
and the socialist state in the international arena. But Ethiopia 
is not a socialist state; and the attack upon that country, fol- 
I o w d  by the attack on tbe Spanish Republic in 1936, revealed 
the true pattern of the mming world war as it was destined to 
take shape in its final form. Hitler was building up his 
saength for the conquest of the worId, we said; and comb 
tently for nine years we pursued the policy of which tbe key- 
stone is a coalition of the great capitalist states interested in 
peace with the tremendously powerful sodalist state. 
It was the fashion to say that we established this policy 
"after Russia was attacked." But our first demand for such a 
coalition was made on khalf of Ethiopia in 1935 (and even 
this is antedated in substantial fact by our similar demand on 
behalf of China). Our secund demand for such a coalition was 
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made in a plea for the defense of Republia Spain in ~ g $ &  
and our third demand for the defense of the Republic af ' 
Czechoslovakia in 1938. 
The key of this policy is found in the fact that the rso- 
cialist state bad grown to be enormgus1g strong, mpable of 
king the most effective bulwark of peace. In earlier pan, 
when the socialist state-was relatively weak and had not pet 
developed a powafut socialist emnomy of heavy industky 
as the material base for its future military strength, the ad- 
vanced sections of the labor movement of all cuuntriw in- 
cluding ourselvers, had placed the greatest emphasis upon the 
slogan: "Defend the' Soviet Unian!" We ate very proud of the 
achievements of the worldwide l a b  movement uader this 
slogan, and especially of our British bmhr workas' action . 
in preventing a militarg atrack by Great Britain against Soviet 
Russia in 19x6. In terms of America's d u t i o n a r y  histmy, 
we compare our @tion in defense of Soviet Russia to the 
position of the young Lafayette in defending the newly born 
and weak Republic of the United States. We, like the French 
under Lafayette, were defending the most glorious aspira- 
tions of all mankind and the t r u e  interests of wr own country. 
But when the socialist state ceased to be weak and became 
th$ most powerful state of all of Europe and M a ,  the weight 
of our emphasis naturally &an@. The weak spot in world 
demoaacy and point of greatest danger of world war was not 
to be found in the vulnerability of a socialist smte, but in the 
fact that the democxacies of the capitalist world were leaving 
themeha naked to the sword of reaction centered in Ger- 
many. Our policy hinged, not so much upon the heIp that 
other countries could give ta the Soviet Union, as upon the 
urgent necessity that the peace farces of the world ke united 
so as to make full me of the mlmd swength of the Swiet 
Union, through which course alone could the coming world 
war be avoided. 
It has been said that the course we advoated was influenced 
by the Communist International, and it is pointed out chat 
Brawder went abroad during theat critiml yam of the Ethio. - 
pian invasion and of the Munich treaty* for d e n m  with 
brother Comnaists of aU countries in F m  and Moscow. 
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At this we merely smile and & "Didn't it prove to be a 
pretty gwd MuenceY' 
f t  b aid that the policy of the Communists all over the 
world was in full support of the foreign policy of Smiet RW 
sia. To which we reply that 'if this- oomd policy had not k e n  
the policy of R d  the comquenees.would have been disas- 
mlla for our own mumy. 
Because the strength of Nazi k a n p  bad been buiIt up 
with the aid of the pmHitler forces in the democracies, there 
wae no power in W a r n  Europe that muld stand even mo- 
mentarily against the gigantic German miIitary machine. 
After taking PoIand in four weeks Hider allowed a men- 
month standstill of the war in the West, Gaering announced 
' W e  do not intend to attack," and the Brit* and French 
govenzmmts aecrerly negotiated with Hitler for terms under 
which he might "switch the war" to R W .  
During this perid and until June, rQqr, the Communkt 
Party was entirely c o w  in eeeing that the British and 
French governments of that time were hapable of organ- 
izing the defense of Europe against Hitler, and that to support 
them would be to support their policy of the "switched war," 
leading to the wont ruin. Mtlet rejected the offer of a 
4tswitched wax" hatme.hc knew then, more nearly than did 
the Britisb and French, how stro'ng Ruwk bad b m e ,  and 
that he would be defeat4 if he attacked Rmia first. The war, 
inherently a wax to conquer all of the democracies, was 
mumed in the West, and the German d c s  conqued Bel- - 
gium in eighteen. days, amasbed the British atmy in nineteen 
clap, and conquered Fmae in thirtywen days. Within six 
weeks the whole of the Western Eumpem continent passed 
from its @tion of national independence, won in centuries 
of stmale, to a "mlonia]." type of rule by German g e n d  
d e r  pmnanent military occupation; fr;om "bee enterprise" 
they passed to permanent seizure of their hdmtrid plants and 
the espblishmcnt of virtual slave W r  of the inhabitma 
Up to this time it had hen a atm@e between =pitalist 
states, zw the unavoidable result of rhe British and French 
governments' rejection of Russia's proposal in August, 1gg8, 
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and again in August, 1989, for a joint defense of Europe. But 
it was a EuroFan war, and Hitler could not extend it  into a 
war beyond the bordera of Europe as long a R& stood in 
colossal strength in the rear of Gemany. Let those podm 
over tbis who so glibly said the attack on Russia would 
"divert" the war from the Uuited Scates. General Hugh S. 
J o h n  said of the Hitla attack on Russia: 'What a break 
Eor us!"--and this became the basia of policy for the Haover- 
Dewey wing of the Republimn Party. 
After Germany had taken pasession of the murca of six- 
teen conquered nations of qoo,ooo,aob population, comprising 
almost the whok of the European continent, and thought her. 
self strong enough to attack Soviet Russia, i t  baame, after dl, 
a war in which the strength of Nazi Germany, vastly inmaaed 
by the addition of all the amamenm, armament pIants, indm 
&s and food source of continental Europe, was pitted 
against the socialist state. 
The course of world civilization turned upon this contest. 
Without m a t i o n  I say that when the German d m  
were defeated before Mwcow and Leningrad, and then at 
Stalingrad, and again at K m k  and across the Daieper-the 
whole course of world history was changed. 
A half century that began with a world dominated by' im- 
perialism came to an end. 
Europe became a continent on which the etlrongest force is 
not a capitalist state, but a socialist state. The dtural center 
of the old world can therefore never again be the center of 
imperialism. 
Asia becomes a continent whose problems, however corn- 
plex, can never again be solved thraugh invasion by impe- 
rialist armies. It wilt cease to be the starving half of the human 
race. 
The United States becoma a country which, remaining a 
mpitalist country and indeed having become a far more power- 
ful one, breaks through the third great barrier that absmwtd 
our economic expansion in the 168 yean o£ our national life. 
The fixst was our colonial status under E n g w  tbe samd, 
was the slave economy of the South: the third has been the in- 
m i n g  disproportion between our expanding produetio~l 
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capacity and tbe shrinking market-aggravated by the constant 
threat of war, threatened collapse of credit, and the instability 
of existing state& This bar& is being broken through as a re- 
sult of this war and the victory-but only because of the pem- 
liar condition that marks thia war as different from any that 
preceded it. Another war of the type of 1914 would have 
wrecked the United States. T h e  ptculiar condition of the prm- 
ent war lie in the fact that the m h a l l y  -cult military 
problems, the victory, the post-war peace and economy of ex- 
panding production are taken into the hands of a long-time 
alliance xn which cooperation with socialist Russia is the 
sine quo nan. 
IV. PROBLEMS OF EXPANDING AMERICAN 
ECONOMY 
THE NOSTRUMS OF HARDIPJG, COOLIDGE AND HOOVER 
THE CHIEF PROBLEM of capitalism is the market problem, 
an4 two yeaxs before the economic collapse of iggg Joseph 
Stalin o b s d  that "the main misis of capitalism" then was 
the result of the separation of the vast country of Russia from 
the world qstem of apitalism. 
But the only concept of re-inclusion of Russia in the system 
of world &nomy seriously eonsidered by the dominant circles 
of our country at that time was the concept of re-inclusion by 
military conquest. Such was the only thought on the subject 
that ever entered the heads of Har-, Coolidge and Hoover 
-it was a view they held under the tuteIage of the most back- 
ward and reactionary and feudal rulers in Europe and Japan. 
On August lil. igp,  when the economic crisis was at the 
height of its fury and Hoover, then mident,  was desperate 
for a remedy for the economic crisia, he told the Sun Francisco 
News: 'To tell the truth, the ambition of my life is to crush 
out Soviet Russia" 91 Even in rgqo a form of this policy was 
ex* by Thomas EE, Dewey, the pupil of Hoover, when 
he said "recognition of Soviet Russia" was "a conspicuous and 
most unfortunate departure of tbe administration of Praidtnt 
Roosevelt b m  the policies of his predecessors," that he want- 
ed the United States to "stop trying to make deals with Rua- 
sia," saying "we need no such partnership." Such a poliq, in 
a time of development toward war, meant not only making of 
that war inevitable, but was wen a choice of sida in the im- 
pending conflict. 
When Hider was preparing to conquer the entire world, 
his plan was represented-and at Munich accepted by Cham- 
berlain and Daladier-as the supreme attempt to carry out the 
policy of reinclusion of Russia in world economy by military 
conquest. 
The failure of this attempt, its end in military disaster, is 
the most momentous went in the history of wars. That tbh 
is true from the point of view of the militaq profmion is 
obvious. That this is m e  in political hbtorjr and will have 
proportionate gigantic effect in the development of world 
economy is the fundamental fact that must be seen by any 
who wish to unders-tand the present and the future. 
It has become possible, for the firat time in bismry, to q 
ize both the economic and the politid conditions for . 
"for many generations." 
CAN CAPITALISM ALONE ABOLISH CRISES AND WAR? 
But can capilaiim abolish the &es that lead to war? The 
modem capitalism of big monopolies and worldwide cattefs 
which Karl Kautsky said "might" abolish m k  and war? No. 
If the question were placed that way, as a quation of capi- 
talism alone, the answer would have to be in the negative. 
Leain gave no more than a scientifidy proven fact when 
he said: 
"The statement that carrels can ablish crises Is a fable sprrad by 
bourgeois ecrmomists who at all mu d&m to plaoe apitalism in a 
h m b l t  light, On the contrary, w h m  mwopoiy a p  in Eb*t(lin 
branch- of industry, it  in- and hdes thc anarchy iaherart h 
capitalist production n whob." 
Is the United States an exception to the general law? Can 
our enormom trusta or cartels "cuunteract misea, by limiting 
and regdating production"? No. 
"8ut b k  at Azmuim-thc eDuntry of carttb, and Sn place of WtP- 
tion we see an enormous growth oE production. Further, in limiting 
pdducdon h r  tbc &-tic market, autels ftlcrtase production for the 
arcrnal market, selliag commodith In it at a lom and cbargiag mcrmp- 
oly prim tbc home oommem."~ 
Yet the whole policy of our countrp now centers upon the 
fully justified proposition that, remaining =pitalist, we can 
continue Euli employment of our industrial capacity and of 
our workers through far-reading world politid and economic 
waperation. Are we, then, repudiating the abo-ted scien- 
tific facts a d  laws? 
No. What Mamisrn sh04 us in th is me. is &at che eco- 
nomic life of the greatest capitalist commies of the worId 
must in the earfy future &pse in ruins under all &cum- 
stan- excefid one. That one is the condition that a greatly 
expanding world market, comsponding mmi or h s  with the 
p t I y  expanded producdve nrpacitp d oar industria mn be 
atabIisbd by colhboration of America with Europe and Asia 
as implied in the Teheran treaty and the Mogww agreements. 
The keystone i;p the cooperation of the eapitall countria and 
the new giant socialist eounq ,  each @ining by the  fie 
kind of sue+ that the other possesses, to bring about such 
an expanding world mafket. 
Soviet Russia needs Teheran bemuse she needs the long 
. period of peace£ul development that .she mught consistently 
for twenty-four years as the basis of her foreign policy, and 
because for her best welfare and development she needa scien- 
business and culturd coptact and cooperation with an 
independent, prosperous and demwatic United States and 
with such an England. 
But it is the p p I e  of the United States and England who 
most urgently of all need the Teheran agreement. For tbe 
United States and England, r e m a w  apitahr. differ from 
socialist Russia i ~ .  that we are able to continue our national 
Iife only in an expanding wmld economy. 
THE "SORCERER" AMD THE "NETHgR W O W  OF 
PRODUCTION 
We of the g&t capitalist muntrieand most particuIarIy 
we of the United Stateewere in a position like that described 
by Manc in 1848-"a society that has conjured up such gigantic 
means of production and of exchange, is like the mrcerer who 
is no longer able to control the powers 01 the nether world 
whom he has called up by his spells." 
Our own productive forces-bemuse of our sruecees in d e  
veloping them to dimensions greater than the size of my 
market we could fmd-would drive us on to our own deamc- 
tion, under the m n d i k  that existed until now. A seriously 
large expamion of the world market had become a hope 
abandoned by economhta and turned over to the militszrg 
general stafFs-prior to the p m a t  new situation cryatallizPrl 
in the Teheran treaty. Why? Because, as not only Marx and 
Engels and Lenin and S d i n ,  but a h  all other scasible pee 
ple long ago knew, there hi not " 'unh capitalisno any meann 
of remedying the disparity between the development of p m  
dudve forces and the accumulation of mpitaI on the one si&, 
and the division of colonies and 'spheres of iafluence' lq 
finance capita1 on the other side-other than by re- to 
war." 28 
Xf that law of capitalism is unmodified by new conditions, 
and if our polides are not adjusted to the new conditions, we 
must go into a third world war because our productive form 
exceed any market that can be had on the old basis, and we 
must fight our biggest commercial rival--England-for posse+ 
sion of what market there is. 
But the capitalist "sorcerer" is now no Ionger in the dire 
predicament of 1848, when Mslrx wrote, nor is he where he 
was when Lenin wrote until rgy.  The economic corollary of 
the agreement of Teheran is tbe establishment of a stable 
and sohent market in which to dis e of tke gigantic p 
duction of the economic "~owers o P" the nether world" that 
our capitalist society has coijjured up. 
The "sorcerer" of modern capitalism atone, LC., separate 
PI Marx, Sslmted Wotb, Vol. I, p. mi. 
aa b i u ,  Selected Work, Vo1. V, p. p. 
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and apart from, and antagonistic to, the stabilizing influence 
of the enormous mcialist state in Europe a d  Asia, could not 
solve the problem of markets. There is not a single large- 
industrkdbt in the world who does not know this. But the 
qumtion is no Ignger whether capitahm "'done" mn mlvc 
the problem. For there is no+ Ionger in this world any such 
thing as apitdism "alone." And there never wiU again be 
such a thing as capitalism "alone." For, as Stalin said wen 
so Iong ago as July, 1930, "apitalism no longer represena 
the sole and allumbracing system of world economy. , , ." za 
All probkms of world economy now axe problems9 no longer 
of what capitalism mn do in an dus iveIy  capitalist world, 
but of what a n  be done by capitalist states plus a very 1- 
and strdng socialist state whow economy has that stability 
and vitality that are peculiar to its own system. 
We must remember that there are now only three wt 
. powers in the world-other than the Axis powers that are to 
be defeated. The three ~e the United States, Russia and 
Great Britain. Outside of the United Stata, Rusk and the 
United Kingdom, there is a world market of roughly z m , -  
oon,ooo people. Of thew, r,5oo,aoo,ooo, or three-fourths of 
the people of the world, are "nextdoor" neighbors of S d e t  
Russia on the continental land mass of E m p e  arid Asia. One 
fourth, or 5w,mo,om9 are in the rest of the world. 
There cannot be any other solution either of the mii i tq  
problem d survival in the war or of the market problem of 
survival after the war than the one indicated by Teheran 
THE HOME AUlCaBT AND WAGES 
Politid policy without canomia is like the promontqia 
on the mast of New England that appear to be mountains but 
are d l y  sand dunes. No matter how tall they are and how 
rugged they may seem, they may be blown away in the night. 
But political policy based in m u d  ~ & C S  i~ like a moun- 
tain of d that smL h against st-. 
We used to say-uite mrrectIy under the conditions of the 
past-that $0 Iong as the instruments of production and ex- 
Sralin, Lsninim, Vo1. IT, p. 34.  
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change of our country remain the property of the capitalist 
class, there exists a were limitation upon any substantial rise 
in the standards of living of the masses. If that were true now 
there could be no large and rapid r k  in the home market of 
the United States, and a serious crisis would be inevitable. 
But the enormous change in the whole world situation has 
made that conclusion obsolete. With complete economic rkd- 
ism we now base our policy, not alone upon an expansion of 
foreign markets, but also upon the feasibility and necessity of 
an enormous inmease in the home market of the United States 
through a correspondingIy large rise in the real wages and real 
incomes of the working, farming and pmfessi~nal classes af 
Americans. 
Some who mistakenly think such an increase in the home 
market cannot be achieved cite "Marxism*' as their authority. 
Their contention is that so substantial an advance in money 
wages as would be required to help keep our industrial plant 
going under capitalism would necessarily result in a cone- 
sponding advance in the cost of Iiving--so that the purchasing 
power of the masses would remain ap-teIy no more 
than what it wa before. These over-smart critics call this an 
inexorable law of capitalism that they think can be overcome 
only by the abolition of capitalism in the United States. 
W e  know this dogma by heart, and we have heard it put 
[orward a thousand times as "Marxism." From the time I 
joined the Socialist Pruty thirty- years ago Il heard Osar 
Arneringer say that in his favorite speeih, always the same, 
year after year until he died, illustrating it with his b g m  
and thumbti to show that: "You push up w d p ,  and up goes 
the cost of living;, you push dawn the coat of living, and down 
goes waga." O m  gave that speech at a convention of the 
Amalgamated Clothing Workers I attended,twentydd yeaxs 
ago; every delegate knew from pmnal experience that it 
wasn't true, but politely appfauded, because this war the 
dogma deeply imbedded in the old Malist Party-prea&ed 
as "Mamhd-the "moral" being that y w  eannot do any- . 
thing about it except "under socialirira" 
It was less urgentIy i m p o m  to refute that dogma at a 
time when, m ~ y ,  though for different n.asons, it was prao 
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tically true that the advances in monqr wages were largely 
negated by a rise in k i n g  ma. 
But the dogmatic and frrlse Wry that a general riae in 
m p  must d t  in a proptionate general rise in the cast 
of living has ceased to be merely a stupefying drug and become 
a vitdent poison. Even within rmr own Communist move- 
ment, a andl nmnbcr of secmhns recently feLl back upon it 
as a 'Wamist principle" with which to oppm the policy of 
the h a & h .  
Thb " t h w  has nothing in common with Mamimu, how- 
ever. I t  was against that dogma in the mind of the good old 
mpmtm, John Weston, that M m  made the Eamaus s p d  
that yon now read in the pamphlet Value, Rice a d  Frofib. 
Against the same d o p a  were mitten also some of the finest 
of the first voIume of Capitol, and a decade Iater 
m e  of the best of Marx's Critique of the Gotha Programme. 
"LEATHXR-TONGUED ORAaW' OF CATASTROPHE 
But the supposed "Mamism" - opposed by Marx - was 
brought to this countq by the Gqman followers of Lassatle. 
It was a reactionary theory taken over by L@le from the 
w m t  enemies of the hbor movwlent, who called it the "the- 
ory of the Wages Fund*" in merd &ad= of struggle for 
s u p p i o n  of the trade unions in England. M e  d e d  it 
"the iron law of v" "Under ~ n t d a y  conditions," he 
said, *hder the rule of the supply and demand of labor, the 
law that determines wages-is this, that the average wage 
dmys remains reduced to the necessary bash of subsistepee 
that . . . is requbite for existence and prapagation."m 
"But," said Marx, ia prowting &@inst it, "tbh prejudice waa firnl 
es&abli&cd rn a dogma by the arch-PWrhe. Jeremy Bentham, that 
Insipid, pedantic, ltatbcr-tongued oracle of tbe o r h q  bourgeois in- 
telZtgtnce of tbs 19th m h r r y .  . . . In the light of hi8 + the arm- 
-d the p w  of p d u c h ,  =, #&., i i ~ e  auddm =- 
=%d -m- my. rW a-lfttio~ it$& boDDv pr 
M y  h ~ i v a b l c .  The dogma was W . . . eapmidly +h o*aer to 
r e p e n t  one part of capital, d y ,  variable ~apitPlr or that part 
mdablc capital, id., the mass of the mhm of auWtma it rcpresmta 
WAdanr, B C h d  W a k ,  Val. a, p. RI. 
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br the lalwmr, or the ao-called labor fund, was fabled sa a =para* 
part of mid wealth, fixed by natural lam and un&ng&k,"S 
Engels fought this "theory," pointing out that fabe ecpn- 
omists had "proven" for fifty years and more "that , m d d h  
cannot abolish poverty, which has i#s basis in nature, but m 
only generalim it, diptribute it simulmeoua~y over the whole 
surface of society."- He complained that at the unity wn- 
grw of the Gennan Smialisce in 1875: "our people have d- 
lowed the LassalIean 'iron law of wages' to be foisted u r n  
them, a law based an a quite antiquated economic view" . . . 
whereas " M m  has proved in detail in Capital that the laws 
regulating wages are veq  compliatea, that sometimes me 
predominates and arometima motherI a c a d h g  to drcum- 
stanees, that thereEore they are in no m s e  iron but on the 
contrary very elastic. . . ,"a0 
So you see there is no "Iron Law of Wages." 
There is absolutely no "law" of poLitid economy that pre- 
dudes under certain conditions such ;in increase in reaI wages 
as, for example, the doubiing of the commption of cum- 
modities of American workm-appximLely the doubling of 
the domestic market. On the contrary, the national need for 
such a rise in the home market for Ammian goods, Mugh 
a rise in real wages in corresponding proportion, has b e m e  
an inescapable result of economic law and k W y  forcing 
itself upon us as a deliberate nationd policy, neceslsary to the 
nation as a whole. 
An enormous increase in productiviq of labor has resulted 
from the transformation of industrial technique; where we 
used to produce eighty biIlions, we now are producing about 
150 billions of dollars' worth of mmmodities, and, with rf+ 
conversion to peaoe production, we wiIl have a productive 
mpacity of 135 to 150 billions. But, at the same time, it is 
estimated, on the basis of the old market dimension% that we 
wilI have a domestic market of eighty billions and a foreign 
market of three to five billions, leaving a praduction capacity 
of fifty or sixty-fiue billions more than we can sell, therefore 
98 Marx, Capital, Kerr &tion, Vol. I. pp. gg8.9. 
EngeIs, In Marx, Selected Work, Val. LI, p. 573. 
80 Ibid, p, &. 
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the need to cut down production to the amount that can be 
&pod of in the market, and hence several tern of millions 
of Americans unemployed, apparentIy permanently. 
The problem, therefore, is whether the consumption and the 
purchasing power at home and abroad a n  be increased so as 
to absorb sixty to sixty-five biUons of dollars' worth of our 
commodities that would otherwise be ovwproduction. 
Therefme, not only the labor movement but also intelligent 
businesar men must cooprate to overhow the false notion 
that a general rise in wages and salaries, even of enormous pro- 
portions, within our counq, would not result in a propor- 
tionate inaezrrre In the home market. The truth--which is of 
fundamental importance to the future of the nation-is that 
an enormous inmase in the home market is possible through 
a proportiomte general rise in wages; the general rise would 
be real, not fictitious wages, not as the sectarians daim-not 
purely nominal wages. 
The question is then posed: Can there .be a general rise of 
real wages above the value of bbor  power? (We are using the 
word "value" in its scientific sense.) The answer is: No. Real 
wages cannot be raised above whai is scientifically known as 
the value of labor power. "On the basis of the prexnt system 
labor [power] is only a commodity like others, It must, there- 
fore, pass through the same fluctuations to fetch an average 
price corresponding to its value." 81 
But the value of Lbor power is subject to wide variation, 
radical change. As Manc said: 
'"The value of the laboring power is formed by two elementt-lhe 
one merely physiml, the other historial or social. . . . 
"Beaida this mere phynical dement, the value d l a h r  is in every 
country determined by a traditional stundurd oJ lije. It k nok mere 
physical lilc, but it is the rrstisfaction of certain wants springing from 
@he d I  condltfoas in whieh people are placed and reared up. T h e  
15agIish standard of Me may be reduced to the Irish standard: the 
acandard of life of a German peasant to that of a Liwnian p n t . " 8 2  
Mam. gives a striking example in the United States. At that 
time (1865), the law of supply and demand, in determining 
Yam, Value, Prim md Pmfit, p. a 
rSIbid., p. 57. 
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the limits of the value of labor power, in the United SUtes 
favored the working man. "Hence," he said, "the relatively 
high standard of wages in the United States. Capital may there 
try its utmost. It cannot prevent the kbor market from being 
continuously emptied by the continuous conversion of wage 
laborers into independent, seIf-susraining peasants." 
H e  points out that the fixing of wages and h o w  "is only 
settled by the continuous suvggIe between apital and labor." 
He showed that it is the biggest mistake .u, assume that the 
quantity of the "means of subsisterm necessary for the main- 
tenance of the laborer" is unchangeable or uniform in all 
countries. Mot only does thb quantity %vary according to the 
I climate and other physiaI conditions of his country," but- I 
"On the 0th- hand, the number and =tent of his mealled n v  
wants, as a180 the mod- of saridying them, arc themscly~g the product 
of historical development, and depend ~~ to a great extent on the 
degree of civitizatian of a country, more panicuk1y on tbe conditions 
under which, and woaquently on the habit8 and dqpe  of mmfort 
in which, the class of fffe laborers has been formed. I n  ~ o n t d i i  
tinction therefore to b e  case of other commodftics, there enters into rhc 
determination of the value of labor-power a historical and m o d  tic- 
a n t . "  88 
And what is tbe "historical and moral element" that enters 
into the determination of the "necessary wantsw-and thus 
the purchasing power and therefo~ the volume of tbe domes- 
tic market-after this war? The "habits and degree of comfort" 
in which the American working class was formed, the "tradi- 
tionaI standard of life1'--as we have pointed out-were .the 
highest in the whole world, due to specific American con- 
ditions. 
THE "HISTORICAL AND MORAL BLEMENT APlD 
TRADE UNIONS 
The ''historical and moral element" will indude a mt trade 
union movement growing beyond its present ig,wo,aoo mem- 
bers, with a h n  determination to retain the rights of organ- 
ization, a generalization in the major industries of the system 
of collective bargaining asential to the no-salke policy, a 
Ma% Cafikl, Kerr edition. Vol. 1, p. ago. 
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 tio on and putting into force of the Federal Govern- 
ment pledge of responsibility for general employment. 
Every industrial nation that has .a powerful and free trade 
union movement i~ winning thia war. All that have not are 
b h g  the war. After t h i s  war there will. never again be an 
industrial nation in which the organization of industry in 
pwdd and b e  trade unions with collective bqphing is 
not a general condition. 
The *%ismrid and moral element" Muencing the stand- 
ard of Am&- living after the war is g u a r a n t  in tbe 
already achieved strength of the labor movement and in the 
established policy of the trade unions of national unity with 
dl patriotic forces of the nation for the winning of the war 
and for the solution of the post-war problmm-a national 
unity that is e x p d  in the support of President Rmswelt 
and in the gTowing knowledge on the part of the nation that 
the dtemative would be national disaster. 
Red wages, in terms of purchasing p e r ,  and the d in- 
come of the farmer, the intellectual, the whitecollar man and 
woman, can be raised under the present mpitalht system, This 
would not be so if the new and m h a l  events of which we 
have spoken here had not vastly changed the whole world 
situation and thus the situation of the United States which 
is by far the greatest apitalist country and therefore the one 
most dependent upon a favorable general market condition. 
But this world situation has changed nat only in its material 
aspem, but also in its worldwide "historid and moral ere- 
menu." 
We would be as blind as a one-eyed bar if we did not f ~ e  
that the historical and moral element of which we speak Q a 
worldwide one, and that it can never again be otherwise than 
worldwide. A world economy in which, beyond a shadow of 
doubt, s o d d l t  Russia will be advancing its standard of Iiving- 
and its culture with giant strides, wilJ be a world economy 
tending to stimulate a general rise in consumption of com- 
modities all over the world-including our rn country, which 
has for three generations led all of mankind ia standards of 
living* 
Supremely important is the wade union aspect of this. The 
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purchasing power of the nation cannot be raised to the neces- 
sary extent by agreements between a fragment of labor and a 
fragment of capital. It a n  be r a i d  only if trade union o w  
ization and "Wagner Law" bargaining are made p c t h l b  
unive~sal~ or at least made a general condition throughout 
the country. It can only be accomplished as a nationd policy 
and with full Federal Gowrament participation. 
We have spoken of the great c h a q p  that have already 
taken place in the trade union movement-the building of the 
great industria1 unions and the quadruprmg of the number 
of members of the wade unions a whole. 
But, just as surely, we are on the eve of a n o w  enomtom 
change-the further enlargement of trade union organization 
to cover practically the entire field d industry in all countria 
of the wml& 
It used to be assumed that in capitalist countries the trade 
unions could acbieve the organization of only a part, even 
a minority part or a small fraction, of the workers. I have no- 
ticed that in Lenin's brilliant speeches of ~ g a r ~ i g e  1 in which 
be annihilated the "theories" of Trotsky on trade union ism,^ 
he spoke of the trade unions as under the conditions of a 
socidist state embxadng "nearly the whole" of the industria1 
working dass, leaving the m p t i o n  that in capitalist eoun- 
nies such a wide prganization of the workers was not a p- 
pect of that time. 
But now the changed situation in this dbuntry and the 
whole world completely banbhea from modern Me the idea 
that only a hction, or a minority, of the industrial workers 
can be induded in the trade unions in =pitalist countries. 
There are 54,000,om wage workers in American industq 
now, of whom ig,ooo,cw are organized in the trade unions- 
less than 25 per cent of the total. Or, if the minimum - 
are taken for industrial wage workers in the strictest sense, 
excluding salaried persons, etc, it is still admitted that less 
than half of the industrial workem are organized now in the 
United States, wen after the tremendous progresai that has 
been made in the past twelve years. 
To imagine that under the present new conditions there is 
W k n i n ,  Setcded W o t b ,  Vo1. IX. h t  80 pagw. 
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a "Iaw" binding the trade unions of capitalist countries to 
remain under the old limitations of size would be tbe 
biggest mistake. We must get rid of dl such dogmatic think- 
ing. To imagine that the mde unions can accept a condition 
of so, go w 40 per cent of organization of industrial labor, 
and merely to consolidate its strength on 'that basis during the 
period of completion of this war and in the tremendous post- 
war days to follow-would be .to fall into a fatal sleeping 
sicknw. It would .be a danger to the whole of American na- 
tional poky-for both =pita1 and labor-based upon an ex- 
pandhg world and domestic emnomy. 
During this war the trade union movement uansformed its 
whde policy in regard to production, entering into active 
coopation with employers and the government for the high- 
erst possible production for war. O q p h d  l a w s  partidpa- 
tim and initiative in raising productivity of labor are of 
mormous cokequeace. 
Our national perspKtivc now is ;hat there will never be a 
return to a policy d deliberate resisqnw to inaease produc- 
tivity of labor. This far-reaching question was settled only 
provisionally as a war measure in the early stage of the war. 
But so fundamm'tal a thing mnnot k a subject of makeshift. 
There must be a dear view of the enormous consequenws of 
(a) a newly and greatly expanding world and domatic mar- 
ket, (b) practically universal wade unionization of decisive 
industry with Wagner Law" collective bargaining in all 
fields, and {c) the canying out of the President's declared pr+ 
gram of Federal Government assumme in r e s w  to employ- 
ment. 
American agriculture can, beawe of the changed situation, 
leave behind the "economy of s d t y . "  We used to say, COT- 
r e d y  under the conditions of the paat, that capitalism could " 
not remedy the disparity between the level of production in 
agriculture and &at of industr-that it would not be a p t  
talism if it could do that= With the trmdormaticrn of the 
market situation as a result of the economic collaboration of 
the United Statea, Russia and Great Britain, in which the 
pIanned disposal of agricultural products and internationalh ' 
adjustment of prices will be an enormous part, many " i m p  . 
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sibilities" are modified or even removed. A very substantid 
rise in the organic composition of capital in agricultwe-for 
instance in rural electrifiation as a national government pol- 
icy-can seriously narrow the gap between farm economy and 
THE NEGRO A M 3  EXPANDING ECONOMY 
The "historical and moral element" for the expansion of the 
national economy, especially in that of the Southern States- 
it is already quite deareust  and wifl indude the elitnina- 
tion of the specially "reserved seat" in poverty for the Nep 
part of the population. 
From its day of birth the Cornmudat Party has fearldy 
championed the cause of the American Negro people. A dear- 
er understanding of the aims and principles of the la& move 
meat had to be obtained, the opportunism of the old WaJj,"t 
Party had to be ~ l s t  aside, in d e r  to make this possible. The 
relationship of the struggIe of tbe labor movemenh with its 
immediate and ultimate aims, to the struggles of the oppressed 
nationalities of the whole world, and its dationship to tbf! 
struggle of the American Negro people in particular, had ta 
be established clearly in the program and policies of the 
workers' political party before we could seriously begin ita 
great and noble task in this fidd. In our earliest days we 
made progress on the Negro question, we stated the progrBm 
in a generally c o ~ ~ e c t  approach, and we were bepming more 
and more the recognized standard-hams of the N p  people 
in a few communities in large cities of the North. 
But it waa only in the 1930's that our party began really 
to be a leader of mass smuggles on behalf of the Negro people. 
In the midst of economic ruin of the South in the ahia of 
1931 came the effort to send the nine "Scottsboro" boys to tbe 
electric chair-the old lynch story that has always been Ma- 
zoned through the South when the price of cotton goes down 
to 6 cents a pound. And our party was the first and clearest 
to see that the historic prosecution of nine Negro boys between 
14 and 20 years of age had nothing whatever to do with any 
crime of the= Negro diildren, but was an atrack on ?he Negro 
people as a people in the economic ais& intended to put the 
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vilest exploitation and reaction firmer in the saddle. We 
fought for the lives of those nine boys and we won. 
Three generations ago, when the Republican Party still had 
mme of the old traditional &amcm as a party of d a l  and 
economic progres, Fred&& Douglass said, "The Republican 
Party is the ship; all else. is the sea," Many of the present gen- 
eration of Nqpm learned by the historic kotuboro struggle 
that the Communist Party was the ship and all de was the sea 
The Marxist movement regards the struggle of the Negro 
people as, in ita essence, a struggle of an oppressed people for 
rheir national liberation--a national quation. This is not an 
"erronmu3"ththeory. On the cmtrary, it was precisely this basic 
theoretical concept that gave our party the ability-which 
some people thought ."uncannym-to reach straight down to 
the root of popular support of the campaign to a v e  these 
boys. The smuggle is essentially a "national" smggIe. The 
character of our approach is that we support this struggIe 
with all our strength, q support that takes the form of the 
alliance of tbe labor movement with the Negro people for 
their national liberation, the aboIition of their inequality. 
The labor movement must support the right of an opp& 
people to national selfdetermination unconditionally. For a 
number of years, during which the general position of the 
trade union movement was unresponsive to this duty, the right 
of self-determination necessariIy appeared as including a per- 
spective of a .separate national existence of the Negro peopk 
if such hould be their own free choice, But the rapid devel- 
opment of evenu brought a changed situation. At a very im- 
portant school discussion in New Yo& Earl h w d a  recently 
made a short speech in which he stated that such a placing 
of the question, as though the choice of the Negra people 
were in dbubt, is now obsolete. He pointed out that @_Negro 
people have already exercised their right of choice in self- 
determination. By a series of poIitical developments they have 
made their decision manifest and their irrevocable dddon 
is to remain a part of the American nation. 
How h it cume to be possible now to make such a state- 
ment? For this to be said, t h e  things were necesmy. Fbt ,  
it was neceg~ary that large and decisive organhations of the 
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I trade linion movement s h o d  sake a correct position in regtrd to the admission and full participation of Negro workem as quai members of the uniom and the economic He of the munuy. This semendously ripScant phenomenon has m e  about in the greatest of the unions of the C.I.O., a d  much pmgres has been made in the unions of the A. F. of L. Secondly, the N e p  masses Ehuuselyeds d their most d d  sive leadership must have been remhtated by the develop. rnent of such new facts in Amwican h a l  life. This bas hap-. p e d  as well; the tremm'doudy effective vision and dmiq of p a t  leadere among the Nqpo people responded immediately to each improvement in the situation. -n i rd Iy1  it wm 
s a q  that the Mamiat political mwement among the workers 
should also be established among the Negro massa, drawing 
in the bat lead- of both, atablaing a common poky for 
consistent, persistent stnrggle. 
That many partial successes in dl these aspects have been 
achieved is indicatd by snch events as the ekction of Benja- 
min J. Davis, Jx., as a city councilman of the biggest city in 
I the world, not by Negro votes alone, but by a combination or alliance of the Negro community with the white voters of the trade uniom and a general progressive mass of white u t k m  iduenced by the trade unions, by the Communist Party, and by their own sense of the need of nationaI unity. W e  are now at a stage when we have correctly r a i d  the slogan that the Jim- system a n  be abolished in the United States. In the campaign of Ben Davis last fall we raised 
this slogan-that "It Can Be DoneV'-aud it had pwerful e f -  
fect. The Jim-Cmw system will be abolished. W e  m already 
see s i p  of rapid p q m a  in the South as weU One theoretid 
aspect of this quation must be faced. It is that the abolition 
of national oppression is a bourgeoidemocratic reform; and 
such reforms are achievable witbiu the framework of mpitd- 
ism-rarely, it is true, and only under exceptionaI conditions. 
But those rare and exceptional conditions are exactly p m  
d u d  by this war of national liberation that abrades the 
whole of the world, when the Negro people pmue the ear- 
rect course-the "Fred Douglass" course of full support of the 
war-and when a powerful labot movement taka sides with 
the oppressed peoples. 
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V. NATIONAL UNITY 
THE SPLENDID REPORT'of EarI Browder to this conven- 
tion placed the general question of national unity so dearly 
and thoroughly-and gave it so solid an economic foundation- 
that f will only express hearty agreement with it and pass 
on to tie some particular historical threada on that question, 
such as in the matter af our old estimate of the twaparty 
system, and the new. 
THE ~%'o-PARTY SYSTEM IN 1944 
We have pointed out that it was long assumed that the 
United States would sooner or later come to a h e  when the 
tweparty system would break up and &*way to the rise of 
a new great w party. .We worked for the founding of a 
separate political party of labor or of labor and the farmers 
on a national, scale, with the expectation that such a party 
would be built up by degrees to become one of the major 
parties of the country, fonning its alliances for greater strength 
in the struggle. 
History did not take such a course. 
The present greatest crisis in the nation's life, coming at a 
stage of advanced maturity of the nation, occurs with no sign 
of the beginning of su& a party. Also it is a time of rapid 
maturing of politid activity of the labor movement-but this 
maturity does not producc, but leads away from, any trend 
toward formation of a separate nationd labor party. 
The movement of the beerian workera into independent 
politid action-whkh has been looked for sine 18674s 
wming about in a peculiar Ammmcun way. Many people fail 
to 9ee it because of the distinctive and peculiar way it .t. 
The peculiar fact of history for the United Statea ia that 
the rapid development of the political maturity and inde- 
penden= of the A n d c a n  workers occurs, not as a sepamte 
labor party which would then slowIy form its alliances, but 
an enwmously rapid b e 1 0  ent of the labor movement to b9" maturity in political life w e this l a b  movement is ehady 
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r? in a gigantic alliance that includes a majm'Q of the entire 
popuiat;on. 
Thus the political independence, maturity and initiative of 
the American workers are being achieved in a distinctly Ameri- 
can way such as could not have h e n  foreseen. All patterns 
that we may have had in our minds, such as that of England 
or some other European country-the pattern of the slow 
building up oE a "~rithh Labor Party" with a pswdeocialist 
program-have to be cast aside w make way for the verdict 
of history itself. . 
Old p a t t m  of European derivation stiIl lead some peopk 
to the notion that a struggle for a "third party" should be 
labor's program now. But if we cast aside dopatic thinking, 
it is clear that such a proposal is the most dangerous one and 
rhe most damaging to the actual pracess of achievement of 
the historic task of "independent politid action." 
The fact that this political independam of the labor 
movement is being achieved simultan~owly with its forming 
of those relations with its political allies-and within an d-. 
ready existing majority of the population actively supporting 
the nation's war of survival-is one of the monumental facts of 
a century of American life. 
If we were pedants and sectarians we would now be pris- 
onen of old formulas about the "two-party systerni'-80 strik- 
ingly t rue when they were made-and we would s-le in 
the dust of our good old books about it. But we take from 
Mamism only its sdentik metbad, and not its judgments of 
past situations We a pair of store p t a  to fit onto any situa- 
tion that may come. 
The enormous gains in legal recognition of the right of or- 
ganization, aolkctive k g a b h g ,  d security, and the 
growth of the trade unions from g,ooo,ooo to 13,ooo.ooo - 
undm conditions obtained within the form of the meparty 
system-were followed by h tremendous achiwements of the 
Roaevelt Administration in foreign policy, imperatively p 
hg the question of national miry before all classes, setting the 
nation an the path of military victory, the path of prolonged 
world peace and a post-war world economy permitting full 
production and employment with a rising standard of li*g 
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and d i d  gains to be won in orderly democratic procedure. 
Inevitably, now, as Bmder says: 
uThc American working clam aharm wry largely the gentlal national 
opinion that thia 'two-party vtem* proVl.de adequate cham& hr 
the basic w a d o n  of drmDcratic xlghts."M 
Is there a ''desertion of principle" in this? We smile. Engels 
desaibed the course foUowed by Manr and himself at the 
time cf the wars of national liberation of the r8qoas, aaying, 
"we had already been spoilt for the role of preachers in the 
wildemeas; we had studied the utopians roo weiI for that. 
We had not drafted our program for that.'' 
We, the Communistis of the 1940*s, will say that hhtory has 
given the &.of "preaEhers in the wilderness"-not to w but 
to such a gamut of political charactera as Martin Dies and 
Norman Thomag, Hearst, Mrs. Dilling, Hamilton Fish, if we 
may abstain born mentioning others. Tbe roIe is not om. W e  
who have never hesitated to go "against the streamy'--quite 
diflerently from some of our pment aitica-bave never heen 
fated by our historic role to be always in such a position, The 
character of the smggfe has given us our place umemvedty 
with the masses of the American people. The decisive issue 
is the war and dl that the victory means in orderly democratic 
progress after the war. On tbis decisive h u e  the vast majority 
of Amen-, and all the believers in democracy and in the 
possibilities of economic advance in the whole world, are 
agreed. 
Thacle who oppose will ay in the wilderness. 
VI, HERITAGE OF THE COMMUNIST*- 
POLITICAL ASSOCIATION 
' T ~ "  BATTLEGROUND 
W E  AMERICANS have been called the least theoretical p 
pk in tbe world. The wisest founders of our movement have 
d d  that the "indifference of the English labor movement te 
wards all theorym-ahami by Amerimnewa one of the ehid 
idtuenm retarding the maturity of our labor movement But 
they were equally sure  we wouId overcome th i s  handicap. 
Engels explained our American disregard d the07 in part 
with the m a r k  that '*just becatcsa [the Americans) future ii 
so great their present must maidy occupy iuelf with prepara- 
tory work for the future, and this work, as in every young 
country, is of a predominantly material nature. . . ." 87 And he 
was quite sure we would grow out of it. 
The influence of over-"practicalness" k strong in Ameriw 
as in England and in varying degtea elsewhere. As Engeh 
pointed out seventy years ago, and M n  repeated in 1gw, 
people are led $ such pnmcupation with she "practical" to 
think that the struggle of the labor mwement d t a  d y  
of "two fomrs.l-rcpoliticul and economk" The third form of 
struggle of the modem labor mavement-the theoretical stmg- 
gle-absolutely essential to success-tends to be almost e n m y  
dropped out. 
But the theoretical form of struggle is more mntial today 
than it  has been at almost any other time in the full centuxy 
of our movement, because a sharp turn in history, uprooting 
the "practical" landmarks, campels us to h ~ d  our bearings by 
a more aref111 examination of the new and s-e- situ- 
ation with the aid of the scientific genedzations of the 
experience of history and of natural science, which mmtitute 
theory. 
Bemuse of the rapid, bold and far-teaching c h a p  in 
policy we are now making, in disregard of many now obso1cte 
Landmarks, many people say that we have deserted Mmximn. 
At times our critics make it easier for us to anmver them by 
saying that we have "deserted Mamian dopa." T h  are no 
dogmas in Marxism, and one of the most important aspeun 
of development of our Marxist movement for twentyfive yeam 
has been our l&g not to make Marxism a dogma. One of 
the worst ways of being unfaithful to M e  is by being 
faithful to dogmas--thereby failing to look sharply for everjl 
turn and development of history, thereby failing to keep our 
na*.  he setsttad corn- of gar3 ~ a f i r  F V ~  
p. BOP. 
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mwament alert to the development of new scicnti6c 
understanding in moments of vase change 11% the present. 
A theory m o t  be called Marxist unlm it constantly 
d welops. 
An example. The Marxist theory of the state has undergone 
a profoundly important and basic development ,in the past 
six yeam The old formulations of Marxism used to indicate 
that after the establishment of a socialist society and the a b  
lition of dasses, "The 6rst act in which the state really comw 
fomard as the representative of society as a whole-the taking 
posseasion of the means of production in the name of society 
-is at the same time its Iast independent act as a state. . . . 
The government of persons is replaced by the administration 
of things and the direction of the pmcesw of production. The 
state is not 'abobhed', it wi thm away.*'" 
Yet this "withering away" of the st& did not come to pass 
in the socialist society which now aists. Cl- have been 
abolished to a decisive degree in socidist Russia; the Swiet 
state as the representative of smiety as a whole has taken pm 
mion of the means of production, etc The conditions men- 
tioned by EngeIs for the vanishing of the functions of the 
state and for the state to "wither away" have been fulfilled, and 
yet h s e  functions do not vanish and the atate does not 
'"wither away." Was the statement of the Marxist theory of the 
state by En& mmt? In March, 1939, after twenty-two years 
of rich experience of the socialist state, Sralin answered this 
question: 
"Ym, it k oorrect . . . if we study the mhJht  am* onlp from the 
angle oE internal development . . . if we mume Chat socialkin is vic- 
torious in all countrIm, or in a major* of -trim . . . that there k 
no more danger in forctgn attack, that there Is no more need to sttength- 
En the m y  and thc 4tatate. 
"Well, but what if amhhn has been viuorioua in only one man- ,. 
t r y . . . T "  
T h e  funetion of military suppm&n Mdc the country c a a &  
died away; for exploitation had been abolished, tbm were no more 
aploitns Idr. . . . 
'The function of dcdmdIag tbe munq from Wgn attack fully 
remained. . . . 
'WU our state remain in thc period of oommunh also? 
"Yts. it win, udes h e  capitaust encidcment is liqufdatad, and 
unIaia the daqm of forefgn military attack has v m  
When Stalia formulated the theory of the state in this a m  
form was this a "depamue" from M d  No. Was it a 
"violation" by Stalin of the principle stated by Lenin, for 
instance, in The State and Raroltdtioa in which k n i x ~  stood 
upon Engels' formulation as quoted above, and excoriated the 
proponents of "revision" of Manrism? Na Stdin did not join 
the "revisionists." Stalin's deuelopment, elaboration, tram 
formation, of the M&t theory of the state in the light of 
new events was itself the b i t  requisite of Mandsm and it rras 
made in the struggle against tbe "revisionists" of the ~ggo's 
(e.g,, Trotsky, Bukharin, Zinoviev) whose "rmisionistn" had 
developed into the form of armed struggle against the d- 
ist state. 
Whatever theory is not develo@ and d d  in keeping 
with the new facts of life is not M a x i m ,  but o p p d  to 
Marxism 
THE  OW OF THE DICTATORSHIP OF Tim PROmARIAT 
Some people-mainly non-Communist friends-fee1 unwiIy 
that we are doing an injustice to the Marxian doctrine on the 
question of the dictatorship of the probaadut-or e k  &at 
the Marxian doctrine on th is  subject has proven to be wrong 
and that we ought to say so, but fail to do so, We know that 
aII of the great fomden of scientific h c i d h  aRmd €hat 
the Marxist view of the dictatorship of the proletstriat is thc 
' very "core" of that scienm. As Lenin said: 'The gucstio~~ of 
the dictatorship of the prolebat is the fundamental question 
of the modern working d m  movement in all capitalist cwn- 
tries without exception." 40 
Mam himself declared that what he had done was not th 
discovery of the existence of classes and class struggle, but "to 
prove: (I) that the existmce of clmes is only Fund up with 
particular, historic phases in the dmelopment of p r ~ d d m t ;  
(2) that the dm struggle ne-dy leads to the dicrato~hi$ 
of the poietariab; (3) that chis dictatorship itself only cornti- 
M Stdin, hninism, :Ma edition. pp. 471, 474. 
W h i n ,  ScIeclsd WorkI Val. VII, p. 41. 
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tu- the urnition to the abolition of ail classes and to a 
clmrId9s society." 41 
So we see the correctness of Lenin's saying: "A Marxist is 
one who extends the acc~prance of the class s q I e  to the ac- 
oeptance of the dictatorship of the proletariat." We mn see 
how it is that some peopIe might think that either one is 
bound to preach the adoption of the dictatorship of the pro- 
l e d a t  in all capitalist countries-for instance, in Italy and 
Yugoslavia and France, at the present time-or else that M m -  
ism h been proven to be wrong and ought to be discarded. 
But those who reawn that way are applying an absmct 
furmula to a living situation without first reducing the whole 
matter to conmtt analysis. Quit puzzling over the dictator- 
ship of the proletariat as an abstract conception, however, 
and put it in concrete form, and the matter dears up. Then 
you will see, kt, tbat there is nothing more thoroughly 
prwen bg hietory than the corre~mts 01 the Marxian doctrine 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Secondly, you will  see 
that we Co~nmunism are nevertheless correct in saying that 
such a proposal to set up a dictatorship of the proletariat 
would be one hostile to the whole of Marxist themy, as well 
as stupid and-in real effect-reactiompary. 
Not as an abstract formula, but aa a concrete and real fact 
-what is the dictatorship of the probttariat? Does it exist some- 
whm in the world in the form of red human beil~gs, organ- 
ized in o state? 
Yes,. a state of ~BO,WO,OM~ people ma established,,as a die 
tatorship of the proletariat in 1917 and developed to be , 
stronger than the stat= of Germany, or England, or France, 
or Japan, and infitely stronger than the old Russian Empire 
had been. It exhta as a state wbich ballt up a powerful 
makbery of pmduction, abolished exploiting diuzse~ and 
achieved a monolithic national unity and patriotism, with the 
Largeet, strongest, most capable military Imce in the world, 
eagaged with us as our most powerful alIy in the biggest and 
most s u d l  military job of history. Thia state is the politi- 
cal and economic center of gravity of the two continents of 
Europe and Asia of a ,~oo ,~ ,ooo  people, threequarten of the 
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population of the world-an8 is u n i v d l y  and comedy re 
garded by all peoples on earth aa the svongest ft5erad of na- 
tional freedom and dernomcy. 
This is the concrete form of the matter. 
Is there anything in these facts that would indicate that the 
theory on which this state was founded i~ a faiure, or that i t  
is or was a "mistake"? Has any other farm of state withstood 
better the test that i characteristic of history of this the- 
the severest test of arms that has ever been faced by any state 
in al l  of history? Has some other form of state ppovetl more 
durable, or e%ective, or more apable of evoking the love and 
patriotism of its people? 
This, my friends, is the way i M&t will approach tde 
question oE the dictatorship of the proletariat at this time - 
after it has ceased to be merely a scientific formula, and ceased 
to bs an experiment, and has h m e  a conmete and fiTmly 
established fact that has already profoundly aflected the course 
of world histoy. Let's engage in no foolidmas to the effect 
that the view of Mancism has became obsolete or proven in- 
valid. No other scientiftc theory has wer nxeived a more cum- 
plete validation horn history than this. The  theory of M d m  
on this subject of the dictatorship of the proletariat-which 
Lenin called "the core of Marxism"-is correct. 
Then how to apply our theoretical udmmnclhg? 
Again-be m t e .  We are not speaking of Shangri La, but 
of Europe a d  Asia and the United States and the Western 
Hemisphere. Under what conditions? Under che TGsl con&- 
tions, conditions brought about by the emnd peat mrId war 
-in which the wbIe  bahm of hismy* in huPed for dm=- 
racy by the strm@h of an fmmnm d-tic republi~ 
which was founded aa the type d state called the "'dicmtmship 
of the proletariat'" in Russia in 1917, The growth d that state 
as a democracy of invincible militq power and its entry 
into the alliance of the United N a b ,  not alone for victory 
in the war but also for many gemrations of p e d u l  economic 
coperation after t l ie war, opening up a whole range of p 
sibilities as to long-time peace, of expanding world economy 
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in place of bankruptcy, of assurance of employment with a 
rising standard of living, and the unprecedented pmibility of 
winning great social advances in democracy by peaceful demo- 
aatic p r o c e d d  this has givdn the subject a new and more 
vital interest as Lenin said, "in all @pitalist countries with- 
out exception." It is not a mattex of forcing life. into a for- 
mula, but of taking for wr country and for the human race 
the full benefit of the new possibilities of peace and wdl-being. 
This is a matter of tremendous theoretical interest to the 
whob of thinking mankind. 
If the "dictatorship of the proletariat" had failed in Russia 
in October, igr7, or if, after partial success, it had gone dawn 
to defeat in its first desperate yeam-it is obvious that we today 
in America would have to face this whole Wd of probIems in 
an entjre.ly different way. We would perhaps have then to face 
it in a way much more l i twly  resembhg the course which 
the Russians had to follaw, though the repetitions found In 
history are never exact. 
But the theory and pmtice of Man, Engels Lenin and 
StaIin did not fail. 
THE ROLE OF VIOLENCE IN RISTORY 
Some people, especially h t e r s  in the commercial navspa- 
pas, p r o f a  to be beworried abut  the Communists' "betrayal" 
of M&t principles in regard generally to the role of vio- 
Ience in history. They put fonvard the notion that after this 
greawt and most murderous of wars b over there must, in the 
logic of M d m ,  then come "anocher war: a sort of a 'trt 
cialist war," 
Thig, of course, is criminal nonsense. 
We do not remct, but insist u p  the Mamian view of the 
role of vioIence in history, as expreod, for instance, in 1905 
by Lenin: 
"Great questions in the life of nations are settled only by force. 
The metiouary dasw art usually themseIvts the firat to reurt to vio- 
l-, to d d l  war; they are the first to 'pIacc the bayonet on the 
agenda.' . . ."a 
kw- It is doubly nwessary in the present situation to h i s t  upon 
the accuracy of this conception b u s e  only by the assembling 
now of all of the country's force d n  we d v e  as a nation. 
But a lot of people misk&rPret thin thought of Lenin's to 
mean that in handling the great questions in the Zife of na- 
tions we must forever mrt to force in the semc of d t q  
force, that this is a perpetual condition of the great athim of 
the IiEe of nations-that the force continue, but ww setti& 
anything. 
But Marxists are distinguished h those who think, as 
for instance E3ismardr did, that w m  will forever be necessary 
"to set the clock right" from time to time. What LRnin said is 
not merely that great questions are wtrIed only by force, but 
also that they are settled, Pacifists h i b e  such events as thc 
French Revolution and the Amerian war against slavery as 
being ineffective, as ettiing nothing; they think that after each 
great event of military violence everything turns out jut as it . 
was before, with nothing pined; that nothing is  settl~d by 
military conflicts; they even say that Lincoln's war to presemc 
the Union against the slave popper was "needles," and that 
the Russian October Rwolution "settled nothing." But the 
truth is that thme great military mndicts did settle the most 
profoundly great questions in the life of these nations, and did 
have a permanent and far-reaching effea upon the whole 
world, 
The coma view, held by the governments of the foremost 
capitalist countries and of the s-t corn-, is that even 
the qvestion of future wars a n  be and is being s ~ t t t ~ d  by mUE 
t a y  force now in this war* 
In itir furthest tbeoretial aspect, the question of the role of 
violence in history comes down to whetber the development 
of mciery as of nature, proceeds "by leaps, catastrophes and 
revolutiona"44 This question is fundamental to M d m -  
of its very essence. Without the ahnative m e r  to th'is 
question there could be no Marxism, just as &me muld be 
no mdern natural sdence, for M m m n  sees "the develop 
u l b i d . ,  Vol. XI, p. ik 
lil, 
ment of Society as a prcrcessi of naturaI history:' In his classic 
The Stak  a d  Revolution, Lenin heap his s n r m  upon those 
who "cmascuhte Matxism," who "redue it to opportunism" 
with im interpretation WE& "only leaves the hazy conception 
' 
of a dow, eves, gradual of absence of leaps and s t o w 8  
01 absence of moiutioa" 
But will anyone amtend that the development of society 
in this timc ia with an "absence of leap and smms''? When 
we say the yar of the igqo's, with the present national revolu- 
tionary wars of liberation in ail counuies of Europe and Asia, 
is the most decisive of all m n t s  of this generation and for long 
afttr-dce~ that indicate that we are adopting a theory of 
"abaence of leapa and storms"? 
Histmy, like nature, wiU continue to props$ by 'leap and 
storm,'' but the s w c  form-the destruction of nations by 
nations-WM, can be weray through such a change as that 
of Teheran. For the Wtabillty of that kind of a y s m  is a 
law that appliea only to certain 8- of developmen~ 
Enduring peace is made powible, not by th~ pacifist method 
of d k m h g  the democratic nations and giving up the 
capacity to make war in the fwd hope that the example will 
be followed by the qgmsive  militarists of the world, but by 
the r u c e d d  prosecution of the war by the p a w k i n g  
peopk and by their long-time moperation after the war, in 
securing peace through unquestioned capacity to enforce it. 
The fact that pacifism often appears as "sodal" paci6sm, 
and generally as a form of protest against himperialist war, 
tends to obscure its character as a by-pmduct and instmment 
of imperialism. As said by Joseph St&, whose political and 
military leadership has won universal respect: 
T h r e  arc many who think that imp%Idisr p a c e  ia an huumwt 
of p e e .  Tbh b a profound mistake. Im@abt padfism Is an imtrumtnt 
Gor the preparation of war and for b e  meMng a€ thcae preparatiom by 
p h r i d d  talk abwt peace. . . ." {Stalin, Unintsno: Vol. 11, p. iq) 
. 
An example d "izllprhlist pacifism" was the signing of the 
M d &  Treaty in 1998 by the British government of Cham- 
ber- WM gave the German imperhkts the privilege of 
dhemberi i ,  emhaving and idicting w h o w e  slaughter 
upon CzeMovakia solely under the paciftst slogan of "wee 
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in our time." It was decisive in giving the German Nazis tbe 
strength to begin this war. Thus the *'imp&list @hB" 
served "as an h t t l l m ~ t  for the preparation of war and for 
making these preparations by pharisaid talk ,about pee." 
Imperialist pacifism is widely developed especialZy in mun-' 
tries that have long occupied a privileged *perisit pi t ion 
in relation to smaller or Iess developed countries. Nor is it an 
accident that pacifism is cultivated >n countrku such as India 
as a "movement of non-resistance" or that it beam the 
doctrine of the reactionary mcdled " d i ~ t "  parties. It 
chives h the United States where, in this war and this. 
eleaion, all practical distinctions between the " d i s t "  
pafits led by Norman Thomas and Maynard K r u q p  axd 
the frankly imperialist pacifists led 'bp big newspaper cor- 
porations such as those of the Chi- Tribune, the New 
York Daily News and the Hearst press, are lost. 
"MILITARY LIl%RACYm 
Ody through demomatic polides that include unhmaI 
mastery of the art of war by all of the democratic peoples a n  
war be banished h the faee of the earth-this is what p m  
ent history mpela all men to see. As the requirements of 
modern industrial civilization brought w to universal elemen- 
tary knowledge of reading and writing, so now the quire- 
ments for the preservation of democratic civilization at thb 
stage i m p  upon us a universal 'literacy" in arms--the d d  
requitement of compulsory m i l i q  training and  obligato^ 
service in the armed force.of ev@y demoeratic state. The 
pacifist prejudice against universal military training and obli- 
gation of miritary service has no more justification than the 
prejudice of a century ago agairrrPt universal literacy and cum- 
pubry attendance at schools. We as a nation must revive 
the tradition of the demomatic role of the United Staters Army . 
and Navy in our national life and muat show ita present con- 
tinuity with the traditions of Washington, JdEermn and of 
Lincoln, its newity to the national existence, wliile its in- 
separability from the peopIe must become m a d k t  in tutiver- 
sal service and the rapid elimination of remaining "'racid" 
segreption and undemocratic political disuhhation, 
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THE Q U W O N  OF ULTIMATE A I M  
The fact that we decided for the present not to change our 
historic name "Communist" for some other designation is not 
due to any unalterable principle; as we do not-make a prin- 
ciple of any word. But there wm momentary' support for the 
idea that we should drop the name "Communist" because it 
is an expression of the historic ultimate goal. It was argued 
that s h e  we are not now emphasizing our ultimate goal, but 
throwing at1 of our strength into the immediate tasks of the 
war and the post-war problems-therefom the name we use for ' 
'oux Maxist organization ought to be limited to signifying 
these present objectives. 
But to avoid consciousness of ultimate aim is to sweep away 
horn the labor movement the whole of Marxist the-. 
The matter of ultimate goal is not simply a matter of future 
concern, but an absolute essential for presentday orientation 
and practical action. Many years ago S w h  sodalist, Otto 
Lang, wrote about the matter of ultimate aim of the Socialist 
movement as being- "of Iittle signifiance for the present," be- 
-use, he thought, it was a question of the "future state." 
George PIeIrhanw, the founder of the Russian Mamiat movc- 
ment, replied: 
"Otto Lang is mistaken in thinking that tbc question of aim 
Is equivalent to the question of what form the rnore rcmott future will 
take. Of what ultimate aim are we speaking here? Of the ultimate 
aim of what? Of the ultimate aim d the Ialmr movement. And what 
is this mwanen!? Docs i t  prtscnt i ~ l f  as auch a social phenomenon 
as will take place only in "the more ,remote future," or in- is i r  
rakfng place now, dcm i t  relate to the present time? T o  this quation 
everyone J11 answcr without the aligh-t haitation: $he b b r  mom 
m a r  ia a q t t n  of the preswr h e ,  And if thls is so, thea it is dear 
[hat the question a h  of the ultimate aim of this movtmear already 
has enonnoun importance at the pmmt time. As long as the ultimate 
aim of its own movement is not clmr to the worw dm, jast so 
long wi l l  this movement remain wwmcim w a quite oignifimnt be- 
grce. And an uacomdoua movrpae~t is doomed to many and bitter 
mititab; it -not 7 h t  sh'engrh that is dbdaeecl by a mwaacnt 
of the proletarfat puEceted in the full light of mmciouaness. That is 
why tbe prolctadat must aodn now make d m  m irselE iu ultimate 
aim: and that is why, wherever fw any reason It b not suocecd in 
doing tb4 ita movement even now disclams mch hdequadea an 
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men now retard ita further successes. To tht lirt of the  hatiequacia 
belongs, among 0th- a poor undemtanding by the workrs of the lib- 
erating movement of women workma."M 
IE the Communists do not show clearly the character of 
the movement among the people-if we do not show the per- 
spective and goal of the modern labor movement and Mfy 
the laws of motion of society-the volunteer "informand' 
wiU be the Hitlers, the Hem& the Trotskyites* the Norman 
Tbomases, etc. The main poIitid propaganda of the Ger- 
man Nazis for plunging the world into tht war mmisted of 
fantastic lying about the worked movement, about Marrrism, 
Communism, and pudicukrly its ultimate goal. 
The full scientific statement of the goal of the Communist 
movement b errsential espe&Jly at the p e n t  time, if it were 
only to prove to the masses that the workas' movement has 
no uItimate aim inconsistent w i d  support of the unity of the 
nation and of world democracy in the war against Hitlerism. 
THE IWIXRNATIONAWSM OF LABOR 
The Communist Party dhafUated itsel£ from the Commu- 
nist International in November, 1939. 
, 
Having come into existence in the white heat of struggle 
for miation with the Communist International, such a i a -  
tion with our brother Communists of dl countria was dearly . 
visible to us all as a matter of basic principle, Yet in lggg 
the same devotion to principle-the same cowageour facing of 
problems in their proportion as world problems, and the same 
understanding of the common interest of the m w a  of a11 
countri-brought the Communist Party of the United Stam 
to decide to sever its connection with the Communist Interna- 
tional. 
That the lead the Communist Party of *the United States 
gave an its own initiative, based on its own estimate of the 
whole world situation, was ahluteIy sound is proven by the, 
fact that a further development of the world situation called 
for the complete dissolution of the Communist International 
itself. 
46 Plekhanov, Collected Wmb, R d a n  dtion, Vol. XVI, p. g18. 
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S u p p  in the situation of lggg we had applied our! Manr- 
h principles mechanically in the same form as in 1917-19- 
that is, .if we had made it a matter of principle to cleave to a 
supposed organizational structure that was rapidly becoming 
unreal and had, in fact, 1-t all realicy as far as this -try 
was oonce.rned? It is clear now that we would have unwit- 
tingly aided the form of reaction to maintain exactly the 
false picture, the unreality, which is the main political reliance 
oE the Germaa Nazis today. That was the totally unreal pic- 
ture behind which the Nazis oohceakd-as Stalin d d b d  it 
in November, 194i-"their policy of playing up the contra- 
dictions b e t m  dasses in sepat-ate states and between these 
state and the Soviet country," which "had already yielded 
m I t a  in France whose rulers, permitting themelves to be 
intimidated by the spectre of revolution, in their fmr placed 
their munuy at Rider's feet and gave up resistance.'' 
W e  all know now that if Hitler h d  succeeded in creating 
that Iine of division in tbis war he would have m&ed in 
his daired conquest of England and in the ereation of such 
a preponderance of force against the United States w would 
have resulted either in its defeat .and depmrction or a half 
century of bloody struggle for its survivd. 
The international character of the great Russian revolution 
of 1gr7 is manifest, but on a d e  so much Iarger and in ways ' 
so unfofegeen in most of the mental imaga that had been 
formed in advance, that persons who expect history u, eonform 
to the detail of mental images are confused. 
Events dupIicating those that omrrred in Russia, in lgq 
did not o m  in the leading capitalist countries, and are not 
occurring and are not expected to occur; tbe orientation of 
the Communists is definitely that history will take a dikmnt 
course. But the reason for this is not that the Russian m I u -  
tion did not have an international character, an international 
validity, its enormous result on an hternationd wde. On 
the contrary, under the conditions of the establi~hment of so- 
c k l h  in one counq,  the potent e k t  of the Russian m l u -  
tiun upon the mum of history of the world, if anything, ex- 
ceeds the highest estimate that had ever been placed upon it. 
S a n s  The War of National Lihr ion ,  p. ri. 
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~i ihe *spokesmen d &e &mrnunist P d e s  oE F*, Itdy, 
and Yugoslavia today do not d l  for the setting up of SQV* 
states in those countries, ~ U L  on rhe contrary say tbat this wiII 
not o a w  and that all classes must participate in those desa* 
cralic governments that will be set upthis is due to the fact 
that Tor  he first time in history there has come an arisurance 
of orderly demoaatic and peadul p r v  throughout the 
ccnrinen~ of Europe. And this assurance is due decisively 
to the mlossaI military victories of the socialist state, to the 
economic and political stability of democracy which is the 
peculiar contribution of that state to the -whoIe world dtua- 
tion, and to the post-war alliance of the two great capitalist 
democracies with it. 
Precisely berrause the xole of the sodalist state is of such 
profound internatiod k c t e r ,  precisely because of the 
colmsat strength developed by the &ist country-its over- 
taking and surpassing those rdwary states which m a  
force upon Europe civil war-them will be no civil war hi 
Europe, but peaceful, oxderly democratic progress. "A hi+ 
toric development can remain ' p e W  only so long as no 
violent hindrances on the part of the current holder of social 
power come in its way."*T Anyone would have to be blind 
ro believe that violent hiadranee% can suct~EuIly be placed 
in the path af orderly demoaatic development in the Europe 
of the Teheran treaty. 
The policy a£ a coalition of the democratic capitalkt states 
and the socialist state against the Nazi beast of imperialist 
conquest-with all the consequenm in changes in rht forms 
of International solidarity of peoples-had to be seen by the 
workers of the whole world in its true Nht as the highest duty 
of internationalism ss it was of true patriotism. &muse the 
Communist Party of the United States was mature enougb 
to see this-nm late, but in rime for action to inhence the 
whoIe course of history& party mnuibuted to the world- 
wide cause of demomatic -a &ce that will nwer be 
forgotten. 
# e 
47Mk in M~fit-Eagck Lsrtm to Babel, Lfobknecht, Kautsky md 
others, Germnn edition, p. 616. 
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THE GROWING TREE 
We who have fought for a quarter of a century to build the 
Communist movement would not be eontent to speak on this 
occasion only of "old-timers," and let it go at that. Our work 
must be tested by the question; How well have we "old-timers" 
succeeded in making our Marxist movement a living organ- 
ism, renewing itself with an expanding leadership of younger 
cadres-teaching, training, seasoning younger men and women 
as leaders and bringing them forward to positions of mpon- 
sibility, including the very highest responsibility? 
Our party has produced younger cadres of leadership. I 
&all pass over hundreds of them to mention only a dozen or 
so. I have in mind Gene Dennis, Gii Green, Ben Davis, John 
Williamson, Bob Thompson, Roy Hudson, John Gates, Henry 
Winston, BIackie MTS, Alice Burke, Louise Todd, Anne 
Bwhk, William Schneiderman, Pat Toohey, Arnold Johnson, 
Max Weiss, Bella Dodd and Helen Allison, Any selection of 
names such as 1 have made here merely by way of illustration 
is to some extent arbitrary, with many omitted whose names 
I leave to you to r e d  in each field. Especially you will recall 
the names of the younger cadres of trade union leaders, know- 
ing that there is not a single field in which we have made so 
great and decisive advan- in developing splendid young men 
and women leaders as that of the trade unions. 
X leave their namesr to you. In your local organizatiom you 
have right at hand young men and women whme capacity has 
been developing in the party and can develop now still faster, 
under the new conditions in the Communist Political Asso- 
ciation. Among us m ymng men and women who need only 
the spark of our mwemwt to develop them into the type of 
Browder, of Bob Thompson, of Em Davis or Elizabeth Rynn. 
But member  that there can newr be such people without 
their being developed within our Communist Association; for, 
as Lenin once told some Russians who were complaining that 
they had no such kaders as the German workers had in the 
person of August BeM-*'the party makes its Bebels." And 
remember that a big distinction of our Association from the 
Socialist Party is that we do not codbe our leadership to 
revolutionary-minded lawyers and other intellectuals, but that 
we find them above all in the workshop and trade unions. 
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As it is said in the Preamble to our new Constitution, our 
Communist Political Association takes its form in the midst 
of the greatest struggle of all time and could not be indepen- 
dent of the deep currents of history that are ex-d in this 
war. On the contrary, its form is shaped by these currenu. We 
must always remember that we are politicaIly an oxgank part 
of the most highly developed industrial aation, an organic 
part in the sense that our movement is inevitably present and 
necessary in such a nation. In this great crisis of world war- 
the most fateful of a11 time-the course that many countries 
took could not but depend largely upon the course taken by 
the United States, the mast powerful capitalist nation. But the 
path of the United States could not be independent of the p 
sibility of establishing a national unity in which the two prin- 
cipal classes-labor and capi ta lduld  find a common p u n d  
And here is a stubborn £act: Every dogma of sectarianism in 
the labor movement, everything that one had learued by heart 
in the splendid fights of the past under quite merent candi- 
tions-even the best of things that one had learned, if they 
were repeated by heart as "Marxism" without considering' 
their relation to the concrete situation-bemme a formidable 
obstacle to our taking the course that Ied to national unity. 
And we can make no mncmions, through excess modesty, to 
the long-abandoned theory that a national unity including 
Iabor and mpita1 taka place in any country of the modern 
world with the non-idsion of the Communist political 
organiza tiw. 
The real question before the Communist Party became this: 
Had the American working dass become "sufficiently devel- 
oped to act as a dd"'m And had the M d s t  movement with- 
in the labor movement kmme mature enough to ride over 
and break down the aecumuIated pseudo-"Marxiau" dogmas- 
really Ladlean dogmas-of a century? Was the American 
Communist movement subjectively strong enough to fight suc- 
cessfully for its Iife against the Dies type of agents of the for- 
eign enemy and simdsaneously m fight and extirpate the old 
remainders of sectarianism in its own d? 
IsMarx, Selected Works, VoI. 11, p. 561, footnote. 
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And-ubjectbely-had the prestige d the Communist polit 
icaI movement grbwn strong enough in relation to the labor 
movement to convince the @eat decisive masses in the war 
industries that there does not exist a "Marxist" reason for not 
supporting this war-that their whole strength must be thrown 
into winning the war at all costs, that national unity must be 
the a g p u i v e  policy of labor? 
That the answer is 'Yd' is the great culminating fact of 
the Idstory of the Communist Party that came to life in Chi- 
cago in September, 1919, and which now passes on its heritage 
to the Communist Pol i t id  Association. 
It is a heritage won in a century of heroic struggle by the 
labor movement and by the greatest thinkers of mankind, 
W e  can be worthy of it only through equally heroic struggle 
in the huge military task d today, a d  the political struggle 
to align our great nation united in support of that military 
task. 
At every step we remember that the seventy or eighty 
million Americans whae breadwinners work in the factories 
an4 mills and on the railroads and ships at sea and on the 
farm-are made stronger to m r m  their enormous duties 
to the nation and to their sons and brothers on the khting 
fronts byl the collective strength of great modern labor organ- 
izatiom. Iaulad they d d  not mah ehe necessary contribu- 
tion. We know aIso &at in the mdern world there does not 
and m o t  exist a labor mwemwt in w W  the heat of 
its members do not form the highest aspirations and seek the 
wientific means to realize them. That scientific meaxls is 
Marxism. There an be neither a stroag modern labor mow- 
ment nor a secure demomatic nation where there is not also 
a k e l y  dewdoping Communist movement. 
W e  seme our country and our labor movement by build- 
ing to a magnificent structure the Communist Politid 
Association. 
b 
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